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POINT-OF-VIEW

Global role for coactivator complexes in RNA polymerase II transcription
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ABSTRACT

SAGA and TFIID are related transcription complexes, which were proposed to alternatively deliver
TBP at different promoter classes. Recent genome-wide studies in yeast revealed that both
complexes are required for the transcription of a vast majority of genes by RNA polymerase II
raising new questions about the role of coactivators.
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Introduction

RNA-polymerase II (Pol II)-mediated transcription

is a highly regulated process that determines cellular

function and cell identity through the accurate

synthesis of mRNAs. Although its regulation occurs

at all stages of transcription, regulation at the stage of

initiation is a key mechanism to control gene expres-

sion. For initiation, the basal transcription machin-

ery composed of Pol II and the general transcription

factors (GTFs), nucleates pre-initiation complex

(PIC) formation on gene promoters [1,2]. TFIID,

composed of the TATA-box binding protein (TBP)

and TBP-associated factors (TAFs) is the first GTF

that binds promoter sequences. Once bound to the

different promoter elements, GTFs enable correct

positioning of Pol II relative to the transcription

start site (TSS) and facilitate the transition to pro-

ductive elongation. However, the compact structure

of chromatin has been shown to act as a barrier for

PIC formation. Thus, other transcription factors are

required to specifically modulate the chromatin

landscape at proximity of promoters for productive

PIC assembly.

Coactivators are recruited to the vicinity of gene

promoters through their interaction with gene-speci-

fic activators bound tomammalian enhancers or yeast

Upstream Activating Sequences (UAS). Different

activities facilitating transcription were found asso-

ciated with coactivators, namely chromatin

remodelers, histone modifiers or adaptors that link

activators to the transcription machinery. While most

coactivator complexes were initially thought to regu-

late specific subsets of genes, some were reported to

have a more global role in transcription. One impor-

tant example is the Mediator complex which was

described as an integral part of the basal transcription

machinery, required for nearly all Pol II mediated

transcription [3–6]. In this point-of-view, we will

summarize recent insights into the role of two coacti-

vator complexes, TFIID and SAGA (Spt-Ada-Gcn5-

acetyltransferase), in global Pol II transcription in S.

cerevisiae. Furthermore, we will discuss potential glo-

bal functions for other coactivators and whether simi-

lar mechanisms exist in metazoans.

Role of SAGA and TFIID in pol II transcription

An extensively characterized coactivator is the evolu-

tionary conserved SAGA complex organized in dis-

tinct functional and structural modules (reviewed in

[7]). SAGA activates transcription through histone

modifying activities (acetylation and deubiquitina-

tion) and by recruiting TBP to promoters. Early

genome-wide analyses of SAGA function in Pol II

transcription in budding yeast by Pugh and collea-

gues, showed that upon deletion of the TBP-interact-

ing subunit Spt3, the steady-state RNA levels of ~10%

of genes were decreased by more than 2-fold [8].

Meanwhile, 90% of the genes were affected upon
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conditional depletion of the TFIID subunit Taf1, also

involved in TBP-recruitment to promoters. Although

this seminal study cautiously concluded that “TFIID

and SAGA make overlapping contribution to the

expression of all genes”, the proposed classification

of genes as either SAGA-dominated or TFIID-domi-

nated was oversimplified over time, categorizing each

gene as dependent exclusively on one or the other

coactivator. It was further shown that the SAGA-

dominated genes were highly enriched in stress-regu-

lated genes containing consensus TATA elements in

their core promoters, while the TFIID-dominated

genes tended to be more constitutively expressed

and lack a strong consensus TATA [9]. In good

agreement with these findings, early studies empha-

sized that SAGA is recruited to its target genes

through the interaction of its Tra1 subunit with a

set of activators predominantly stimulating stress-

responsive genes, Gcn4 and Gal4 among others

[10,11]. Together, these observations pointed towards

a specific role for SAGA in the transcription of highly

regulated genes. Importantly, these findings sug-

gested that genes can be differentially regulated

depending on their promoter sequence by utilizing

specific sets of transcription factors and coactivators.

TFIID is a general transcription factor, com-

posed of TBP and several TAFs. Only its TBP

subunit but not TAFs is necessary and sufficient

for PIC assembly and transcription in vitro. TAFs

are targeted by several activators and potentiate

their activities suggesting that TFIID has coactiva-

tor functions [12]. Unlike SAGA, TFIID directly

contacts DNA and interacts with other compo-

nents of the basal transcription machinery. TBP,

as part of the TFIID complex, tends to bind pro-

moters lacking a consensus TATA-box sequence,

whereas TATA-containing promoters are bound

by TBP but are relatively depleted of TAFs [13].

These observations further supported a predomi-

nant role for TFIID in the regulation of TATA-less

genes, enriched with housekeeping functions.

Integration of binding profiles and
transcriptional effects

The analysis of the genome-wide localization of

SAGA by chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)

indicated that SAGA is recruited to a limited subset

of genes, in agreement with its requirement for the

expression of only ~10% of the yeast genome [14].

However, subsequent comparison of localization

and expression studies showed a weak correlation

between chromatin binding sites and transcriptional

effects [15]. Similar findings were made for several

other coactivators in S. cerevisiae. Indeed, transcrip-

tome analyses of mutant strains for different chro-

matin modifiers including Set1, Set2 and Dot1,

catalyzing H3K4, H3K36 and H3K79 methylation

respectively, revealed limited effects of these

enzymes on transcription. These results were sur-

prising as the histone marks deposited by these fac-

tors are localized at nearly all active genes, suggesting

a more global role for Pol II transcription [16].

Similar observations for SAGA showed that its his-

tone acetylation and deubiquitination activities act

on the entire transcribed genome [17]. Thus, the

contrast between broad enzymatic activities and

restricted transcriptional effects appears as a general

feature of chromatin altering complexes.

As a very large number of different proteins are

known to bind each promoter, a functional redun-

dancy between these factors is likely to explain at least

partially, the discrepancy between factor location and

expression effect. However, it seems possible that for

some factors, the observed differences could instead

result from limitations of the methodologies used.

Indeed, ChIP approaches are antibody dependent

and may be insensitive to transient chromatin inter-

actions which might be problematic for coactivators

with low ChIP efficiency [18,19]. In addition, steady-

state mRNA analyses might be inaccurate to measure

Pol II activity. Indeed, several studies revealed that a

global decrease in Pol II transcription is compensated

by a simultaneous and global decrease in mRNA

decay, thereby buffering steady-state mRNA levels

[20–23]. The use of improved methodologies was

highly warranted to re-examine the role of SAGA

and TFIID in Pol II transcription, in light of recent

observations showing that TFIID is equally recruited

at promoters of both SAGA- and TFIID-dominated

genes and that SAGA inactivation decreases Pol II

recruitment at both classes of genes [17,18].

SAGA and TFIID are generally required for pol
II transcription

Two recent studies aimed at providing a more

detailed analysis of the genome-wide occupancy
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and the role in Pol II transcription of the SAGA

and TFIID complexes [24,25]. They used chroma-

tin endogenous cleavage coupled with high-

throughput sequencing (ChEC-seq), a formalde-

hyde- and antibody-independent approach to

determine the binding profiles of dynamic factors

such as coactivators [19]. ChEC-seq was pre-

viously used to clarify the genome-wide binding

profile of Mediator, revealing an association with

the UASs at a majority of genes, whereas TFIID

was recruited at core promoters, to which it binds

cooperatively with Mediator [18]. Using ChEC-seq

SAGA was exclusively detected at the UASs of

both SAGA- and TFIID-dominated genes, in

agreement with the idea that SAGA is recruited

to UASs by sequence-specific DNA-binding tran-

scription factors [24].

To quantify nascent transcription upon inacti-

vation of SAGA or TFIID, these studies used

native Pol II ChIP or metabolic labeling with 4-

thiouracil (4tU) followed by quantification of the

purified newly transcribed mRNAs. These analyses

were done on SAGA deletion strains or using

inducible depletion systems (auxin-inducible

degradation or anchor away technology) and

revealed that nearly all Pol II transcribed genes

are dependent on TFIID, SAGA and Mediator.

Importantly, TATA-containing and TATA-less

genes were similarly affected upon inactivation of

either of these three complexes.

These analyses of nascent transcription indicate

that SAGA, TFIID and Mediator make important

contributions to Pol II transcription. Each of these

coactivators appears to be absolutely required for

gene expression as an inducible depletion of

Mediator subunits or TAFs caused a dramatic

decrease in genome-wide Pol II recruitment by

about 8-fold for Med14 or by about 3 to 4-fold for

different TAFs [25]. Similarly, nascent mRNA tran-

scription was reduced by about 10-fold in a double

SAGA mutant strain (SPT3 and GCN5 deletions)

[24]. Such large transcriptional effects indicate that

the activities of these three coactivators on Pol II

transcription are not functionally redundant but

rather suggest that SAGA, TFIID and Mediator

function at different rate-limiting steps. Earlier

work indicated a reciprocal dependency in gen-

ome-wide recruitment of TFIID and Mediator and

cooperativity between SAGA and Mediator has also

been suggested [1,18]. The broad genome-wide

recruitment of SAGA, Mediator and TFIID at most

active genes support the idea that different coactiva-

tors work cooperatively to assemble the PIC.

However, a more detailed description of coactivator

interactions and the mechanisms of cooperativity

remain to be elucidated.

Interestingly, the average Pol II occupancy was

decreased to a comparable extent, by about 3- to 4-

fold, upon depletion of four different TFIID subunits

[25]. However, the depletion of these TAFs did not

significantly alter the complex architecture, indicat-

ing that most TAFs are individually important for

TFIID function. These observations strikingly con-

trast with the results for SAGA, in which suppression

of different activities results in highly variable effects

in Pol II transcription. The mRNA synthesis rates

were unaffected by the loss of the deubiquitinase

Ubp8, or the TBP-interacting protein Spt8, but

were significantly decreased upon loss of Spt3 (2-

fold change) or the histone acetyltransferase Gcn5

(1.5-fold change). Strikingly, global mRNA synthesis

was decreased by about 10-fold in a SPT3 and GCN5

double deletion strain, suggesting that the functional

modules of SAGA make different contributions but

act in a synergistic manner on Pol II transcription.

The intriguing observation that some coactiva-

tors are recruited at most expressed genes and

have a global contribution to Pol II transcription,

raises multiple interesting considerations. Beyond

TFIID and SAGA, are other coactivators globally

required for Pol II transcription? If these coactiva-

tors each occupy the regulatory regions of most

genes, which factors define the specific expression

levels for each gene? How do coactivators contri-

bute to gene expression changes in response to

variations in transcription factor recruitment?

How do SAGA and TFIID mediate transcription

from TATA-containing and TATA-less promo-

ters? Do these complexes have similar broad dis-

tributions and functions in metazoans?

Do other coactivators have a global role in
pol II transcription?

As a global role in Pol II transcription is now pro-

posed for three different coactivator complexes

(Mediator, SAGA and TFIID), it is tempting to spec-

ulate that other coactivators might also have a
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broader function than anticipated. Particularly, his-

tone-modifying complexes such as NuA4 or

COMPASS/Set1C deposit marks (H4 acetylation

and H3K4 trimethylation) that are enriched at

most active promoters. These factors may have

broader effects on transcription that were over-

looked when analyzing steady-state mRNA.

Chromatin remodeling complexes are also expected

to have broad genome-wide activities. Indeed, the

RSC complex was previously shown to act at a

majority of yeast promoters to slide or evict nucleo-

somes thus positioning nucleosomes flanking the

nucleosome depleted region (NDR) [26,27].

Similarly to our observations on SAGA, RSC was

shown to be required for global transcription,

although localization studies revealed a limited num-

ber of RSC binding sites [28,29]. The authors sug-

gested that the interaction of RSC with many

binding sites might be too transient to be readily

detected by ChIP. A re-analysis using ChEC-seq

may reveal more a widespread localization of RSC

across the genome. Similarly, at the majority of yeast

promoters, the first nucleosome found downstream

of the NDR (+1 nucleosome) often contains the

histone variant H2A.Z where it is deposited by the

SWR complex [27]. Here again, the broad distribu-

tion of H2A.Z and of the SWR complex contrasted

with limited gene expression changes detected by

transcriptome studies in the corresponding mutant

strains [14,30]. Although these differences might be

explained by factor redundancy or by gene-specific

features accounting for dependencies on certain

factors only, it would be important to analyze the

role of the above-mentioned factors through a direct

characterization of Pol II activity.

Differential gene sensitivity to specific
coactivators

Although SAGA, TFIID andMediator can be consid-

ered as general cofactors for Pol II in yeast, it does not

imply that each complexmakes equal contributions to

the expression of every individual gene. Although

genome-wide Pol II occupancy or mRNA synthesis

rates were consistently decreased upon depletion of

these coactivators, a range of gene expression changes

was observed in each mutant strain suggesting vari-

able requirements of genes on certain coactivator

complexes [24,25,31]. These variable dependencies

on coactivators are indicative of gene-specific proper-

ties of varying importance that would determine the

relative contribution of each coactivator complex to

PIC formation. Gene-specific features are diverse in

nature, corresponding to DNA sequence elements

(e.g. presence and position of a consensus TATA-

box, number and diversity of transcription factor

binding sites) or specific chromatin architecture (e.g.

nucleosome positioning and occupancy around the

promoter, patterns of histone modifications or tran-

scription factor occupancy) [32,33].

Genes are often divided in two categories corre-

sponding to different strategies for transcriptional

regulation (Figure 1). Housekeeping genes are

constitutively expressed with little influence from

Figure 1. Different combinations of gene-specific features in constitutively active and stress responsive genes lead to the
characterization of distinct mechanisms for transcription regulation of these two gene categories.
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external or internal signals and were proposed to

be more dependent on TFIID. In contrast, highly

regulated genes have a higher transcriptional plas-

ticity and were suggested to be more dependent on

SAGA. However, the above-described observations

clearly demonstrate that these two classes are

equally sensitive to the loss of TFIID or SAGA

and thus cannot be distinguished by their depen-

dency on these coactivators. Nevertheless, these

two gene classes can be differentiated by gene

specific features including promoter organization

or chromatin architecture [27].

Promoters with a consensus TATA-box

(TATAWAWR sequence), are more often found

in highly regulated genes, whereas housekeeping

genes are predominantly lacking a TATA-box in

their promoters [9]. Further analyses identified

TATA-like elements, having 1 or 2 mismatches

from the consensus, at the sites of PIC assembly,

in the majority of TATA-less promoters in yeast

[13]. Interestingly, the localization of SAGA and

Mediator analyzed by ChEC-seq revealed a higher

occupancy of these complexes at the UASs of

TATA-containing genes than at TATA-less genes

[18,24]. In addition, the average location of both

SAGA and Mediator was found more upstream (by

70–100 bp) relative to the TSS at TATA-containing

than at TATA-less genes [24]. As these two gene

categories are equally sensitive to the loss of SAGA

or Mediator subunits, the PIC formation is likely

differently regulated at promoters containing either

a consensus TATA-box or a TATA-like element.

These gene classes also differ by their respective

distances between the TATA-element and the

TSS, being 10–20 bp longer at TATA-containing

than at TATA-less promoters [13]. In contrast,

ChEC-seq signals for Taf1 were highly similar at

both promoter categories suggesting that TFIID is

similarly recruited at the NDR of both TATA-con-

taining and TATA-less promoters [18].

It is not clear whether the presence of a con-

sensus TATA-box or a TATA-like element is the

only sequence element which determines the PIC

architecture at these two gene classes. Along these

lines, it was recently shown that TAFs interact

with downstream promoter elements to facilitate

transcription re-initiation [34]. Downstream bind-

ing events occurred specifically at TFIID-domi-

nated genes although these genes did not have

higher TAF occupancy. These observations suggest

that the ability of a promoter to drive TAF-depen-

dent re-initiation events might better define which

genes are more sensitive to TAF mutation.

Another recent study used an in vitro system to

assess transcription from TATA-containing and

TATA-less promoters and revealed that both pro-

moter classes are TFIID-dependent, in agreement

with in vivo observations described earlier [35].

On TATA-containing promoters, TBP could com-

plement the loss of TFIID only in vitro, but not in

vivo. These data together suggest that most PICs

assembled in vivo contain the TFIID complex.

This work also revealed other promoter sequence

features in addition to TATA-elements that distin-

guish TATA-less from TATA-containing promo-

ters. Several studies indicated that T-richness

upstream and A-richness downstream of the TSS

distinguish highly from lowly expressed genes

[27,33,36,37]. Indeed, highly expressed genes

were found to be more sensitive to SAGA muta-

tions and displayed higher Mediator occupancy

than lowly expressed genes [18,24]. Although it is

unclear how the T- and A-richness would be

mechanistically linked with the requirement for

certain coactivators, A/T rich sequences are

known to negatively influence nucleosome occu-

pancy, thereby potentially reducing the require-

ment of chromatin regulators [32].

Housekeeping/TATA-less and highly regulated/

TATA-containing genes were also associated with

differential chromatin organization and sensitivity

to chromatin regulators [27,32]. Constitutively

expressed genes often display a broad NDR with

well positioned flanking nucleosomes. At these

promoters, transcription factor binding sites lie

within the NDR which may explain their lower

sensitivity to disruption of chromatin regulators.

In contrast, promoters of highly regulated genes

have higher nucleosome occupancy upstream of

the TSS with less defined positioning. At these

gene promoters, transcription factor binding sites

are more distal relative to the TSS and are often

occupied by nucleosomes. A putative competition

between nucleosomes and transcription factors at

these promoters may account for their higher sen-

sitivity to chromatin regulation, in agreement with

their higher histone turnover. Although SAGA,

TFIID and Mediator similarly affect the expression
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of these two gene classes, different functions of

these coactivators could be used depending on

promoter elements and chromatin architecture

characteristic of housekeeping genes or genes

with high transcriptional plasticity.

Openings and perspectives

Improvements in genome-wide approaches to ana-

lyze gene expression and chromatin binding have

conciliated conflicting data concerning the role of

transcriptional coactivators. The arising findings

challenge the established paradigm stating that coac-

tivators act on specific gene subsets and start to shift

it towards a more global role of many coactivators in

Pol II transcription in S. cerevisiae [18,24,25,31].

These results suggest that the combinatorial activities

of these factors are necessary for accurate transcrip-

tion. However, to match the various transcriptional

requirements of all genes, coactivators might act to

different extents to facilitate the expression of each

individual gene. Thus, the combination of activators

binding to UASs, nucleosome occupancy, promoter

architecture and sequence elements in core promo-

ters like TATA elements or others, seem to partici-

pate in the fine-tuning of transcription by properly

coordinating the activities of each coactivator on

every gene according to its expression needs.

These discoveries raise new questions regarding

the mechanisms of coactivator recruitment to all

active genes. Either each coactivator can interact

with a wide variety of activators or recruitment can

be also mediated through activator-independent

interactions. Interestingly, the loss of the Tra1 sub-

unit which is expected to mediate SAGA interaction

with activators, has limited phenotypic and tran-

scriptional effects in S. pombe [38]. Thus, SAGA

recruitment likely relies on other subunits that can

interact with either DNA-bound transcription fac-

tors or directly to chromatin. Indeed, many coacti-

vators have been shown to contain a variety of

protein domains that recognize histone marks

found at most active promoters [39]. For example,

SAGA contains a Tudor domain and bromodomains

reported to interact with methylated and acetylated

histones which could stabilize the binding of SAGA

to active gene promoters [40].

The increased complexity of gene expression pro-

grams and regulation in mammalian cells is linked

with an expansion of activators and coactivators

repertoire and further diversification of gene pro-

moter and enhancer features. Most coactivators

were highly conserved through evolution, with simi-

lar complexes found in yeast and metazoans.

Nevertheless, several duplication events led to the

expansion of the coactivator repertoire, potentially

due to the increased complexity of multicellular

organisms. For example, the HAT module of the

SAGA complex in yeast is incorporated in both the

SAGA and ATAC coactivator complexes in metazo-

ans [7]. Similarly, the yeast COMPASS complex

diverged into at least seven different complexes in

mammalian cells [41]. Thus, the presence of related

activities in different complexes with redundant

functions, complicates the analysis of coactivator

requirements for Pol II transcription in mammalian

cells. However, a recent study using quantification

of newly synthesized mRNAs, proposed that the

bromodomain-containing protein BRD4 acts as a

general coactivator for Pol II transcription, demon-

strating that this approach is also feasible in mam-

malian cells [42]. However, deciphering the

genome-wide action of each coactivator will likely

require sophisticated experimental set-ups and

approaches.
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Summary  

Acetylation of chromatin at actively transcribed genes is thought to stimulate transcription. The 

requirement of the related histone acetyltransferase (HAT) complexes SAGA and ATAC for RNA 

polymerase II transcription is however not well understood. We generated a series of mouse 

embryonic stem cell (ESC) lines in which SAGA or ATAC subunits were inactivated and/or depleted. 

We show that the SAGA subunit Supt7l or the ATAC subunits Yeats2 and Zzz3 are required for 

complex assembly, cell growth, and mouse ESC self-renewal. Additionally, ATAC, but not SAGA 

subunits are required for ESC viability by regulating the transcription of translation-related genes. 

Surprisingly, depletion of a shared or specific HAT module subunits caused a global decrease in 

histone H3K9 acetylation, but did not result in significant phenotypic or transcriptional defects. Thus, 

our results indicate that SAGA and ATAC are differentially required for viability and self-renewal of 

mouse ESCs by regulating transcription through different pathways, but in a HAT-independent 

manner. 

 

Keywords 

Mouse embryonic stem cells, coactivator complexes, SAGA, ATAC, Pol II transcription, 4sU labelling, 

newly synthesized RNA, histone acetyltransferase, HAT-independent function.
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Introduction  

Mouse embryonic stem cells (ESCs) are derived from the inner cell mass of blastocysts and present 

unique cellular characteristics (Evans and Kaufman, 1981; Martello and Smith, 2014; Martin, 1981). 

They can self-renew seemingly endlessly and, based on their pluripotency, can differentiate into 

most cell lineages. Mouse ESCs further possess high proliferation rates with a shortened G1 cell cycle 

phase, compared to somatic cells (Festuccia et al., 2017). The molecular mechanism underlying the 

self-renewal and pluripotency capacities of mouse ESCs are dpendent on key pluripotency 

transcription factors (TFs). This includes core pluripotency TFs such as Oct4 (encoded by Pou5f1) and 

Sox2 and other naïve-specific pluripotency TFs, which are more responsive to environmental cues, 

such as Nanog, Tfcp2l1, Klf4 and Esrrb (Martello and Smith, 2014; Young, 2011). Several recent 

findings indicate that the physiology of mouse ESCs is also dependent on several histone modifying 

complexes (Acharya et al., 2017; Festuccia et al., 2017; Li et al., 2012; Seruggia et al., 2019; Young, 

2011). 

Transcriptional coactivator complexes are involved in regulating RNA polymerase II (Pol II) 

transcription in vivo by modulating the chromatin environment and thereby enabling the access of 

the transcription machinery to the template DNA (Kouzarides, 2007; Li et al., 2007; Young, 2011). 

Coactivators contain enzymatic activities to either deposit/remove post-translational modifications 

of histone proteins, or to mobilize core nucleosomes through ATP-dependent remodelling functions. 

Through their actions on chromatin, coactivators are thought to be crucial for the assembly at gene 

promoters of the preinitiation complex, composed of Pol II and six general transcription factors. 

Preinitiation complex formation is nucleated by the binding of the TFIID complex, containing the 

TATA-box binding protein (TBP) and TBP-associated factors (TAFs) (Sainsbury et al., 2012; Thomas 

and Chiang, 2006). 

The transcriptional coactivator complex SAGA (Spt-Ada-Gcn5 acetyltransferase) is highly 

conserved throughout evolution and contains two histone modifying enzymes, a histone 

acetyltransferase (HAT) and a histone H2B deubiquitylase (DUB) (Grant et al., 1997; Helmlinger and 

Tora, 2017; Henry et al., 2003; Weake and Workman, 2012). Recent cryo-electron microscopy studies 

revealed that the yeast SAGA complex is organized in four structural and functional modules 

(Helmlinger et al., 2020; Papai et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020). The core module of SAGA, located at 

the center of the complex contains a histone octamer-like structure composed by the assembly of 

histone fold (HF) domain heterodimers. Seven SAGA subunits form four HF heterodimers, namely 

Taf6-Taf9, Taf10-Spt7, Taf12-Ada1 and two HF domains of Spt3. The octamer-like structure, located 

at the periphery of the core module was shown to bind TBP and was proposed to be important for 
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TBP delivery at promoters (Papai et al., 2020). The rest of the core module, made of Spt20, Taf5 and 

other domains of HF-containing subunits, connects the octamer-like with the two enzymatic modules 

and the activator-binding module composed of the single large Tra1 subunit. In Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae, the SAGA complex cannot assemble in the absence of the core subunits Spt20, Spt7 or 

Ada1, suggesting that most SAGA functions are lost when these critical structural subunits are 

missing (Han et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2011; Sterner et al., 1999; Wu and Winston, 2002). The role of 

other core subunits in the assembly of SAGA could not be studied as Taf5, Taf6, Taf9, Taf10 and Taf12 

are also components of the essential TFIID complex. In metazoan, Taf5l and Taf6l, two paralogs of 

Taf5 and Taf6, are exclusive components of SAGA, whereas Taf5 and Taf6 are specifically 

incorporated within TFIID. Recently, Taf5l and Taf6l were identified as epigenetic regulators required 

for maintenance of mouse ESC state, although their role on SAGA complex integrity has not been 

determined (Seruggia et al., 2019). In mammals, two paralogous acetyltransferases Gcn5 (Kat2a) or 

Pcaf (Kat2b) associate in a mutually exclusive manner with three adaptor proteins, Sgf29, Tada3 and 

Tada2b to form the SAGA HAT module (Nagy et al., 2009; Yang et al., 1996). Interaction with the 

three adaptor proteins was shown to increase Gcn5 activity and to define its substrate specificity 

(Balasubramanian et al., 2002). 

The functional roles of SAGA in Pol II transcription have been extensively studied with recent 

findings indicating that SAGA acts as a general cofactor for Pol II transcription in yeast (Baptista et al., 

2017; Bonnet et al., 2014; Donczew et al., 2020). This major importance of SAGA for Pol II 

transcription in yeast was only apparent when analyzing newly synthesized RNA levels, while total 

RNA levels showed few changes. In mammalian cells, subunits of SAGA have been linked to the 

regulation of transcription induction following specific stress responses and signaling pathways (Nagy 

et al., 2009; Spedale et al., 2012; Wang and Dent, 2014). Further, mutation of complex-specific 

subunits of SAGA in mouse embryos were reported to cause lethality after the gastrulation stage 

(Perez-Garcia et al., 2018; Zohn et al., 2006). 

In metazoans, three subunits of the HAT module of SAGA (Gcn5 or Pcaf, Tada3 and Sgf29), are 

shared with another coactivator complex, the ATAC (Ada-Two-A-Containing) complex. The shared 

subunits and Tada2a form the HAT module of ATAC, and mammalian ATAC possesses six additional 

subunits (Yeats2, Zzz3, Atac2, Mbip, Wdr5 and Nc2β) (Helmlinger and Tora, 2017; Spedale et al., 

2012). Although the subunit composition of ATAC is defined and well conserved in metazoans, little is 

known about its structural organization. Similarly to SAGA, ATAC has been implicated in the 

regulation of the transcription response following certain stresses or signaling pathways in 

mammalian cells (Nagy et al., 2009; Spedale et al., 2012). However, recent genome-wide studies in 

human cells imply ATAC in the transcription regulation of genes involved in house-keeping functions, 
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such as ribosome protein coding genes (RPGs) (Mi et al., 2017, 2018). In mouse embryos, inactivation 

of the Atac2 subunit of ATAC was reported to lead to lethality around the gastrulation stage 

(Guelman et al., 2009). Loss of the catalytic HAT subunits, Gcn5 and Pcaf, shared by SAGA and ATAC 

were found to cause embryonic lethality in mice also around the gastrulation stage (Bu et al., 2007; 

Xu et al., 2000; Yamauchi et al., 2000). 

In this study, we aimed to address the functional importance of the coactivators SAGA and ATAC 

and their shared HAT activity in mouse ESC physiology and Pol II transcription regulation. A major 

hurdle to studying these two coactivator complexes is their multiprotein composition and enzymatic 

redundancies. We therefore individually targeted several complex-specific or shared subunits of 

SAGA and/or ATAC using CRISPR-Cas9 mediated genome editing. These cell lines allowed us to reveal 

that, while loss of core subunits of SAGA and ATAC severely affected mouse ESC growth and self-

renewal capacities, loss of HAT subunits did not cause apparent phenotypes. By analyzing genome-

wide newly synthesized RNA levels in these cell lines, we found that loss of SAGA and ATAC subunits 

mainly affected different sets of genes. Thus, our data suggest that SAGA and ATAC play important, 

but distinct roles in the maintenance of mouse ESC self-renewal capacities mainly through non-

redundant, HAT-independent functions.  

Results 

The SAGA core is required for ESC growth but is not essential for ESC survival 

To understand the role of HAT-containing coactivator complexes in a relevant physiological model, 

we first inactivated genes encoding either Supt7l or Supt20h, subunits of the central core module of 

the SAGA complex, using CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing in mouse ESCs (Figure 1A and S1A). We 

obtained several lines with a homozygous deletion in either Supt7l or Supt20h (Figure 1B). Supt7l or 

Supt20h mRNA analyses in the respective ESC lines, confirmed the deletion of an out-of-frame exon 

and the resulting degradation of mRNA containing a premature stop codon (Figure S1B). Western 

blot analysis for Supt7l, for which a specific antibody was available, revealed undetectable levels of 

Supt7l (Figure 1C). These results indicate that Supt7l and Supt20h are not essential for mouse ESC 

survival, when cultured in medium containing foetal calf serum (FCS), leukaemia inhibitory factor 

(LIF) and two inhibitors of MEK/ERK and GSK3b pathways (hereafter referred to as FCS+LIF+2i 

medium). 

To assess the importance of Supt7l and Supt20h for ESC growth and self-renewal, we performed 

clonal assays in FCS+LIF medium and observed that the loss of Supt7l had a major impact on colony 

formation of mouse ESCs (Figure 1D). When clonal assays were performed in FCS+LIF+2i medium, 

known to promote self-renewal and to block differentiation, we observed that the Supt7l-/- line 
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produced significantly smaller colonies (Figure S1C and S1D). In contrast, inactivation of Supt20h did 

not affect ESC growth which appeared similar to that of wild-type cells in both media. To rule out off-

target or clonal effects of Supt7l deletion during cell growth, Supt7l coding sequence was 

reintroduced in Supt7l-/- ESCs (Supt7ltg), resulting in the synthesis of Supt7l mRNA and encoded 

protein at levels comparable to that of the endogenous wild-type protein (Figure 1C and S1E). Supt7l 

transgene expression fully rescued the growth phenotype observed in a Supt7l null background, 

which confirmed that the growth defect is caused by the loss of Supt7l (Figure 1D, S1C and S1D). 

These results together show that Supt7l is required for ESC growth, while Supt20h is not (Figure S1F). 

Supt7l is required to preserve the integrity of the SAGA core, but Supt20h is not 

The growth defect observed in Supt7l-/-, but not Supt20h-/-, suggested that the loss of Supt7l in mouse 

ESCs may have a more severe impact on SAGA structure than the loss of Supt20h. To verify this 

hypothesis, we developed a double immuno-precipitation strategy to purify SAGA complexes from 

wild-type, Supt7l-/-, Supt20h-/- or Supt7ltg cells and analysed their composition by mass spectrometry 

or western blotting. First a Taf7 immunoprecipitation was performed to clear nuclear extracts from 

TFIID, which shares with SAGA Taf10 and Taf12 proteins. Then the SAGA complex was immuno-

purified using either anti-Taf10 or anti-Taf12 antibodies. Mass spectrometry analysis of complexes 

purified from Supt7l-/- cells did not retrieve any SAGA subunits, with the exception of remaining TFIID 

subunits (Taf9, Taf10 and Taf12), suggesting a profound disorganization of SAGA in the absence of 

Supt7l (Figure 1E, S1G and S1H). Using the same purification scheme in Supt7ltg cells, SAGA subunits 

were detected at levels similar to that observed in wild-type cells (Figure 1E and S1G). In contrast, 

loss of Supt20h in ESCs was less deleterious, as all subunits of the SAGA core module were found in 

the Taf10 immuno-purified fractions, in amounts comparable to that of fractions purified from 

control wild-type cells (Figure 1E and S1G). 

These results demonstrate that, in good agreement with structural studies (Papai et al., 2020; 

Wang et al., 2020), Supt7l has a major role for preserving SAGA integrity. Consequently, the loss of 

Supt7l in ESCs induced a growth phenotype suggesting that the SAGA core is required for cell growth. 

Importantly, expression of Supt7l transgene in the Supt7l null background (Supt7ltg) rescued cell 

proliferation defects and SAGA structure integrity, indicating a direct role for SAGA in mouse ESC 

physiology. In contrast, in the absence of Supt20h, partial SAGA complexes containing most SAGA 

core subunits can still assemble and maintain cell proliferation. 

SAGA core is required for mouse ESC self-renewal 

Using the above-characterized ESC lines, we further investigated the impact of SAGA on ESC self-

renewal. Clonal assays in FCS+LIF medium coupled with alkaline phosphatase (AP) staining allow to 
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distinguish undifferentiated colonies having high levels of AP (AP positive), from differentiated 

colonies which remain unstained (AP negative). By counting the number of AP positive and AP 

negative colonies relative to the total amount of colonies, we could determine the proportion of 

undifferentiated cells as a proxy for ESC self-renewal. These analyses indicated a major impact of 

Supt7l inactivation, but not that of Supt20h on the maintenance of ESC self-renewal, with a dramatic 

reduction of the number of AP positive undifferentiated colonies in the Supt7l-/- lines when compared 

to Supt20h-/-, or control wild-type cells (Figure 1F). Re-expression of Supt7l in Supt7ltg cells fully 

restored ESC self-renewal (Figure 1F). This observation together with the above structural results 

further suggest that a fully assembled SAGA core is required for ESC self-renewal. 

We further quantified the steady-state mRNA levels of several pluripotency factors in Supt7l-/-, 

Supt20h-/- and wild-type cells. In Supt7l-/- cells, we observed reduced mRNA levels for four out of the 

six analysed pluripotency factors, namely Tfcp2l1, Nanog, Esrrb and Klf4, while Pou5f1 (encoding for 

Oct4) and Sox2 mRNA levels were unaffected (Figure 1G). In agreement with preserved self-renewal 

in Supt20h cells, the mRNA levels for all tested pluripotency factors were not significantly changed 

when compared to that in wild-type cells (Figure 1G). Thus, our clonal assays and pluripotency TF 

expression analyses concordantly support a reduction of undifferentiated, pluripotent ESCs upon loss 

of Supt7l, but not following Supt20h loss. These differences between Supt7l-/- and Supt20h-/- cell lines 

further suggest an important role for the octamer-like structure of SAGA in mouse ESC self-renewal. 

Core ATAC subunits Yeats2 and Zzz3 are crucial for the structural integrity of ATAC and are 

essential for mouse ESC survival 

Although the coactivator ATAC was shown to be important for fly and mouse development, the 

structure and the functions of this complex are much less defined than those of SAGA and its 

potential functions in mouse ESCs has not been examined. To investigate the role of ATAC in mouse 

ESC physiology, we targeted the Yeats2 and Zzz3 genes encoding two distinct ATAC subunits (Figure 

1A), which were shown to be important for ATAC-mediated histone acetylation and gene expression 

(Mi et al., 2017, 2018). By using the above-described gene editing strategy (Figure S2A), we obtained 

heterozygous clones in the same proportion as for SAGA subunits, indicating that the CRISPR-Cas9 

worked with comparable efficiency at the different targeted genomic loci (Figure 1A and 2A). 

However, we could not isolate any homozygous mutant clone, suggesting that Yeats2 or Zzz3 have 

essential functions for mouse ESC survival and that these functions cannot be compensated by SAGA 

or other coactivator complexes. 

To be able to further investigate the functions of ATAC in mouse ESCs, we employed the auxin-

inducible degron (AID) system to generate cell lines in which Yeats2 and Zzz3 proteins can be 
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depleted in an inducible manner. Upon addition of the plant-specific hormone auxin (IAA), the 

exogenously expressed Tir1 protein recognizes the AID peptide sequence fused to the protein of 

interest, leading to polyubiquitination and degradation of the fusion protein (Natsume et al., 2016). 

We thus first created an ESC line expressing the Tir1 and BirA proteins and then by using CRISPR-

Cas9, we inserted the AID and biotin-tag sequences on both alleles of the Yeats2 (Yeats2AID/AID) or 

Zzz3 (Zzz3AID/AID) genes. The encoded fusion proteins had the expected size and were rapidly 

degraded. AID-Yeats2 and AID-Zzz3 protein levels were highly reduced from 4 hours of auxin 

treatment (Figure S2B) and were undetectable after 24 hours of treatment (Figure 2B and 2C). 

Using our inducible cell lines, we assessed how the loss of these two ATAC-specific subunits 

affect the complex integrity by performing immuno-purification experiments using an antibody 

targeting Atac2 (also called Csrp2bp, or Kat14), an ATAC-specific subunit. Western blot analyses using 

antibodies that recognize mouse ATAC subunits, showed that Atac2 co-purified with Tada3, Wdr5 or 

Sgf29 from wild-type cells and from Yeats2AID/AID or Zzz3AID/AID cell lines in the absence of auxin 

treatment, indicating that the fusion of the AID sequence to Yeats2 or Zzz3 did not affect the 

complex assembly (Figure 2D). In contrast, upon auxin-induced depletion of AID-Yeats2 or AID-Zzz3 

for 24 hours, the tested subunits could no longer be detected in the Atac2-containing complexes, 

showing that the loss of Yeats2 or Zzz3 caused a major disorganization of ATAC (Figure 2D). 

To further evaluate ATAC complex integrity upon loss of Yeats2 or Zzz3, we generated ESCs 

expressing endogenously HA-tagged Tada2a in Yeats2AID/AID or Zzz3AID/AID backgrounds. Upon 

depletion of AID-Yeats2 or AID-Zzz3 in these cells, the levels of Tada2a-HA were found decreased in 

whole cell extracts (Figure S2C). This observation suggests a degradation of Tada2a as a consequence 

of ATAC complex disassembly and thus, jeopardized our anti-HA immune-purification strategy. Our 

data together suggest that Yeats2 and Zzz3 are crucial for the structural integrity of the ATAC 

complex and are required for ESC survival. 

ATAC core subunits are required for mouse ESC maintenance 

To assess the impact of ATAC inactivation on mouse ESC growth and self-renewal, we performed 

clonal assays with or without auxin in the Yeats2AID/AID, Zzz3AID/AID and control cell lines cultured either 

in FCS+LIF or FCS+LIF+2i medium. In the absence of auxin, the size of colonies was comparable 

between the two AID cell lines and control cells. Upon continuous auxin treatment for six days, the 

size of Yeats2AID/AID or Zzz3AID/AID colonies were strikingly reduced, when compared to control cells 

(Figure 2E, S2D and S2E). In addition, growth curve analyses based on the number of viable cells 

cultured in FCS+LIF+2i further indicated reduced proliferation rates of Yeats2AID/AID or Zzz3AID/AID cells 

treated with auxin, in agreement with the smaller colony area measured in these lines (Figure S2E 
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and S2F). These results indicate that the growth of mouse ESCs is seriously affected upon depletion 

of ATAC core subunits. 

AP staining on Yeats2AID/AID or Zzz3AID/AID cells cultured in FCS+LIF and treated with auxin for 6 

days, evidenced a reduced fraction of undifferentiated AP positive colonies and an increase in 

differentiated AP negative colonies, when compared to control cells (Figure 2F). In the absence of 

auxin, Yeats2AID/AID and Zzz3AID/AID cells were comparable to wild-type cells. In agreement with 

impaired self-renewal, mRNA levels of all tested pluripotency factors progressively declined upon 

depletion of AID-Yeats2 (Figure 2G). These results together indicate that the self-renewing capacities 

of mouse ESCs require ATAC functions. 

Earlier studies suggested a role for ATAC subunits in cell cycle regulation in mammalian cells 

(Fournier et al., 2016; Guelman et al., 2009; Orpinell et al., 2010). To determine whether the 

depletion of ATAC subunits affects cell cycle transition, Yeats2AID/AID, Zzz3AID/AID or control cells grown 

in FCS+LIF+2i medium were treated with auxin and stained with propidium iodide for cell cycle 

analyses. Following 24 hours of auxin treatment of Yeats2AID/AID or Zzz3AID/AID cells, cell cycle 

distribution was not significantly affected (Figure S2G). In contrast, after 48 hours of auxin treatment, 

an increase in cells in G1 could be observed in the ATAC mutant cell lines relative to control cells 

(Figure S2H). In agreement with the reduced self-renewal observed following inactivation of the 

ATAC complex, these changes in cell cycle distribution could reflect an increased occurrence of cell 

differentiation.  

Newly synthesized RNA quantification reveals non-overlapping roles for SAGA and ATAC in 

Pol II transcription 

As the loss of SAGA core or the depletion of ATAC core subunits altered mouse ESC growth and 

maintenance, we next asked whether these two coactivators, sharing a similar HAT module, could 

regulate a common set of genes. To determine the role of SAGA and ATAC in Pol II transcription, we 

used 4-thiouridine (4sU) labelling of newly synthesized RNA coupled with sequencing of the labelled 

RNA (4sU-seq) (Rädle et al., 2013; Schwalb et al., 2016). Two independent clones of Yeats2AID/AID, 

Zzz3AID/AID and Supt7l-/- lines as well as control cells in FCS+LIF+2i were treated for 24 hours with auxin 

prior to 4sU labelling, followed by purification and quantification of the labelled RNA by sequencing. 

By using 25 minutes 4sU labelling, we observed throughout all samples a very similar enrichment in 

intronic reads, when compared to total steady-state RNA-seq, indicating that the method allows the 

enrichment of unspliced transcripts in a highly reproducible manner (Figure S3A). The efficient 

purification of newly synthesized RNA was further evidenced when comparing 4sU-seq profiles with 

that of total RNA-seq at individual representative genes. 4sU-seq profiles revealed the presence of 
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mainly unprocessed transcripts with a high density of reads in introns and downstream of the 

polyadenylation signal, as well as unstable transcripts such as upstream antisense RNAs (Figure 3A 

and S3B). 

In Supt7l null cells, the newly synthesized mRNA levels of 677 genes (out of 8208 expressed 

protein coding genes) were significantly decreased, when applying a threshold of -0.5 log2 fold 

change and an adjusted p value below 0.05 (Figure 3B). For many other genes the mRNA levels were 

only slightly decreased or did not reach statistical significance (Figure 3B). In contrast, only two genes 

were found upregulated in Supt7l-/- cells. Similarly, upon depletion of the ATAC subunits, Yeats2 or 

Zzz3, we observed a significant decrease in newly synthesized mRNA levels for a large number of 

genes (3391 and 1328, respectively), whereas very few genes were found upregulated when a 0.5 

log2 fold change threshold was used (Figure 3B). Observation of these MA plots clearly indicated a 

slight downward shift for a majority of genes suggesting that ATAC may have global effects on Pol II 

transcription, although for most genes it did not reach statistical significance (Figure 3B). Importantly, 

the comparison of gene expression changes induced by Yeats2 or Zzz3 depletion revealed a strong 

correlation between the two datasets (Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.74), with about 87 % of 

genes significantly downregulated by Zzz3 depletion being also significantly affected upon Yeats2 

depletion (Figure 3C and 3D). In contrast, no correlation was observed between changes in mRNA 

levels in the SAGA mutant line (Supt7l-/-) and those in ATAC mutant lines (Yeats2AID/AID or Zzz3AID/AID) 

(Figure 3C). When comparing genes significantly downregulated in these different cell lines, we could 

find only little overlap between genes affected upon inactivation of Supt7l and those downregulated 

by the loss of ATAC subunits (Figure 3D). As an example, at the Sf3b3 gene shown in Figure 3A, the 

number of reads was reduced to a similar extent in Yeats2AID/AID or Zzz3AID/AID cell lines, but was only 

slightly affected in Supt7l-/- cells without reaching statistical significance. 

These data together suggest that, contrary to our hypothesis, SAGA and ATAC are of particular 

importance for the expression of different sets of genes suggesting that their effects on mouse ESC 

self-renewal may be caused by different mechanisms. In addition, our observations suggest that 

these two HAT-containing coactivator complexes have a broad, but moderate effect on Pol II 

transcription. 

ATAC regulates the expression of translation-related genes 

To better understand how SAGA and ATAC influence differently the proliferation and self-renewing 

capacities of mouse ESCs, we further asked which gene categories are affected by the inactivation of 

SAGA or ATAC subunits. By using Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA), we searched for gene 

ontology (GO) biological processes which are enriched in our newly synthesized RNA datasets. We 
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identified ‘cytoplasmic translation’ as a GO term which was significantly downregulated upon 

depletion of either AID-Yeats2 or AID-Zzz3 (Figure 4A). In contrast, ‘cytoplasmic translation’ was not 

revealed by GSEA analysis in Supt7l-/- cells, but rather genes involved in the ‘response to LIF’ were 

enriched, which may be related to the phenotype observed in these SAGA mutant cells. The specific 

effect of two different ATAC subunits on translation-related genes was further confirmed by the 

visualization of newly synthesized mRNA levels of ribosome protein genes (RPGs) in the different 

mutant cell lines. These analyses revealed that many, but not all RPGs were highly and significantly 

downregulated in either Yeats2AID/AID or Zzz3AID/AID cell lines upon auxin addition, but not in Supt7l-/- 

cells, further highlighting the divergent effects of ATAC or SAGA inactivation on Pol II transcription 

(Figure 4B and 4C). We also found that genes of the ‘response to LIF’ GO category were 

downregulated to a similar extend between Supt7l-/-, Yeats2AID/AID and Zzz3AID/AID cells, suggesting that 

inactivation of ATAC not only impacts translation but also affects the pluripotency network (Figure 

S3C). Thus, the two related HAT-containing coactivator complexes, SAGA or ATAC, appear to be 

particularly important for the expression of different, but also common groups of genes. Most 

notably, ATAC but not SAGA has a crucial function for the expression of RPGs and genes involved in 

translation. 

We then asked whether within the groups of genes that we found to be regulated by SAGA or 

ATAC, the co-binding of some specific TFs could explain the differential recruitment/function of the 

two complexes to/at their target genes. To search for such putative TFs involved in SAGA or ATAC 

recruitment, we analysed the significantly downregulated genes identified in the respective mutant 

cell lines for overlaps with ChEA and Encode ChIP datasets using the Enrichr database. TFs enriched in 

genes regulated by the SAGA subunit Supt7l include several pluripotency TFs such as Oct4 (encoded 

by Pou5f1), Nanog and Sall4, in agreement with our GO analyses (Figure 4A and S3D). Among the 

identified ATAC-regulated genes, we observed an enrichment for Gcn5 (Kat2a) bound genes, thereby 

validating this approach (Figure S3D). Myc and the E2F family member E2F4 were also identified as 

TFs bound to ATAC-regulated genes, and are thus potentially recruiting ATAC to regulate the 

expression of these genes (Figure S3D). Both Myc and E2F4 are involved in cell cycle regulation, 

which may partially explain the cell cycle defects observed upon inactivation of ATAC in mouse ESCs 

(Fagnocchi and Zippo, 2017; Hsu et al., 2019; Scognamiglio et al., 2016). Thus, the preferential 

dependence of genes on SAGA, or ATAC inactivation appears to depend on the recruited TFs 

eventually leading to higher recruitment of either SAGA or ATAC. 

Inactivation of the HAT modules of SAGA and ATAC do not impact mouse ESC proliferation 

or self-renewal 
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Loss of the SAGA core subunit Supt7l, or depletion of ATAC core subunits altered ESC growth and 

self-renewal, but primarily affected the expression of different groups of genes, raising the question 

of the role of their shared HAT subunits in both gene expression and ESC properties. To determine 

whether the observed phenotypes are caused by the loss of their HAT activities, we generated 

mouse ESCs lacking either Tada2a, or Tada2b, specific HAT subunits of ATAC or SAGA, respectively 

(Figure 1A, 5A and S4A) (Helmlinger and Tora, 2017; Spedale et al., 2012). mRNA analyses confirmed 

the inactivation of the corresponding genes in homozygous Tada2a-/- and Tada2b-/- cells (Figure S4B). 

In addition, to supress the HAT activities of both SAGA and ATAC, we further targeted Tada3 

(Figure 1A). As Tada3 was reported to be required for inner cell mass formation (Mohibi et al., 2012), 

we generated mouse ESC lines with homozygous insertion of the AID sequence at the Tada3 locus. In 

these Tada3AID/AID cells, the Tada3 protein levels were dramatically reduced from 4 hours of auxin 

treatment and depletion was almost complete after 24 hours (Figure 5B and S4C). 

Characterization of complexes immuno-purified from Tada2a-/- and parental cells indicated that 

only Gcn5 or Pcaf HAT enzymes were lost from ATAC when Tada2a is missing (Figure 5C). In Tada2a-/- 

cells, we observed a minor reduction of H3 lysine 9 acetylation (H3K9ac), a reported in vivo substrate 

of SAGA and ATAC (Jin et al., 2011) (Figure 5D). The reduction of H3K9ac levels in Tada2a-/- cells was 

comparable to that seen upon depletion of core ATAC subunits, Zzz3 or Yeats2 (Figure S4D). In 

contrast, the whole HAT module dissociated from the core SAGA upon loss of Tada2b (Figure 5E), but 

no obvious changes in H3K9ac could be detected in Tada2b-/- cells (Figure 5D). 

In Tada3AID/AID cells treated with auxin for 24 hours, H3K9 acetylation levels were significantly 

reduced, although the AID-Tada3 fusion protein was still detectable within the purified SAGA and 

ATAC complexes (Figure 5D, S4E and S4F). Thus, we asked whether this residual AID-Tada3 fusion 

protein would sustain a partial HAT activity within SAGA and ATAC. To this end, we generated a 

double Tada2a-/-+Tada2b-/- ESC line in which the HAT enzymes (Gcn5 or Pcaf) are not supposed to 

incorporate in the respective complexes (Figure 5C and 5D). In this ESC line, the H3K9ac levels were 

reduced to a similar extent than upon depletion of Tada3 (Figure S4H), suggesting an almost 

complete loss of SAGA and ATAC HAT activities in Tada3AID/AID upon auxin treatment. 

To determine whether the HAT activities of SAGA or ATAC play a role in ESC proliferation and 

maintenance, we performed clonal assays and AP staining using cells in which the HAT activities of 

SAGA (Tada2b-/-), or ATAC (Tada2a-/-), or of both complexes (Tada3AID/AID) were suppressed. The loss 

of any of these activities did not cause any detectable effect on mouse ESC growth or self-renewal 

(Figure 5F, 5G and S5A-D). These results indicate that the phenotypes observed in ESCs depleted for 

Supt7l, Zzz3 or Yeats2 are related to functions of either SAGA or ATAC, but are essentially 
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independent of their HAT activities. This suggests important HAT-independent functions for SAGA 

and ATAC cores in mouse ESC maintenance. 

SAGA and ATAC influence Pol II transcription mostly independent of their HAT modules  

Although our gene expression studies pointed to different roles in Pol II transcription for the related 

SAGA and ATAC coactivator complexes, it still remained conceivable that these transcriptional effects 

may depend on their HAT activities that would be recruited at different target genes. Thus, we aimed 

to compare Pol II transcription in cells in which the HAT activities of both SAGA and ATAC are 

suppressed with that of cells inactivated for basically all SAGA and ATAC functions. Therefore, we 

quantified newly synthesized mRNA in Tada3AID/AID cells and in a double mutant cell line, Supt7l-/-

+Yeats2AID/AID treated with auxin for 24 hours. A comparable decrease of H3K9ac levels was observed 

in both cell lines, indicating that the HAT activities of the two complexes are similarly affected (Figure 

S6A). In contrast with the normal growth of Tada3AID/AID cells treated with auxin (Figure 5 and S5), the 

Supt7l-/-+Yeats2AID/AID cells displayed dramatically reduced growth upon auxin treatment as assessed 

by clonal assay and growth curve analyses in FCS+LIF+2i medium (Figure S6B and S6C). 

Newly synthesized RNA analyses in two independent Tada3AID/AID or Supt7l-/-+Yeats2AID/AID clones 

revealed that very few genes were downregulated upon Tada3 depletion. In contrast, 930 protein-

coding genes were significantly downregulated when core subunits of SAGA and ATAC were lost 

(Figure 6A and 6B). All subsequent analyses of the Supt7l-/-+Yeats2AID/AID datasets identified features 

already characterized upon depletion of Yeats2 or Zzz3. Indeed, GSEA analysis in the double mutant 

cell lines identified the GO term ‘cytoplasmic translation’ as the most enriched and downregulated 

category (Figure S7A and S7B). Similarly, we confirmed that the expression of several RPGs was 

altered upon inactivation of both SAGA and ATAC but not upon depletion of Tada3, further 

highlighting the HAT-independent functions of SAGA and ATAC on Pol II transcription (Figure 6C and 

6D). Analyses for enrichment of transcription factors bound to significantly downregulated genes in 

the double mutant cells also revealed an enrichment of Gcn5 (Kat2a), Myc and E2f4-bound genes, 

comparable to Yeats2AID/AID and Zzz3AID/AID cell lines (Figure S7C). When comparing the gene 

expression fold changes in the double mutant line with that of any single mutant, we also observed a 

significant correlation between the transcriptome of the Supt7l-/-+Yeats2AID/AID with that of the Supt7l-

/-, Yeats2AID/AID and Zzz3AID/AID cell lines (Figure S7D).  

We further analysed the transcriptional effects of the individual HAT modules of SAGA and ATAC 

in Tada2a-/- and Tada2b-/- cells, through RT-qPCR quantification of newly synthesized mRNA levels for 

selected genes that were found downregulated in the SAGA and ATAC core mutant ESCs. Genes 

downregulated in SAGA mutant ESCs were not affected by the loss of Tada2b and genes 
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downregulated upon depletion of ATAC core subunits were not affected by the loss of Tada2a (Figure 

S7E and S7F). These results together further confirm that SAGA and ATAC regulate Pol II transcription 

in ESCs in a differential manner that is largely independent of their HAT activity. 

 

Discussion 

In this study, we demonstrate a key role for the SAGA and ATAC coactivator complexes in the 

maintenance of ESC self-renewal and growth. The inactivation of the SAGA or ATAC complex 

significantly affected the expression of distinct gene groups with a varying impact on global Pol II 

transcription. Importantly, the phenotypes and transcriptional anomalies observed in SAGA and 

ATAC mutant cells are mostly independent of the activities of their HAT modules, which contain the 

same Kat2 enzymes (Gcn5 or Pcaf). Transcriptional effects of ATAC on RPGs and other genes involved 

in translation and of SAGA on genes related to ESC self-renewal most likely explain the phenotypes 

observed upon inactivation of these complexes. Therefore, each complex makes use of its specific 

activities to regulate different sets of genes, eventually leading to self-renewal defects of mouse 

ESCs. 

SAGA and ATAC have distinct HAT-independent functions needed for Pol II transcription in 

mouse ESCs 

The distinct HAT-independent functions of SAGA and ATAC for Pol II transcription in mouse ESCs 

were demonstrated through three major observations: i) disruption of the HAT module of SAGA or 

ATAC did not reproduce any of the effects seen upon inactivation of core subunits of these 

complexes; ii) newly synthesized RNA analysis in ATAC and SAGA mutant cell lines revealed that 

SAGA and ATAC affect transcription of distinct sets of genes, although they share the same HAT 

enzymes; iii) CRISPR-Cas9-mediated inactivation of the core ATAC subunits, Yeats2 and Zzz3, most 

likely results in lethality of mouse ESCs, as no homozygous knockout clones could be obtained, while 

homozygous inactivation of the ATAC-specific HAT subunit Tada2a was viable in mouse ESCs. This 

further demonstrates that SAGA cannot fully compensate for ATAC loss and therefore acts, at least 

partially, non-redundantly to ATAC. 

Inactivation of the SAGA core subunit Supt7l, resulted in decreased expression of genes related 

to LIF signalling, a key pathway involved in the maintenance of the pluripotent state of mouse ESCs. 

These data agree with recent studies suggesting that two other subunits of the core SAGA, Taf5l and 

Taf6l, are involved in the regulatory networks important for self-renewal maintenance (Seruggia et 

al., 2019). In addition, our study shows that genes related to cytoplasmic translation such as RPGs 

were especially enriched in genes downregulated upon depletion of ATAC core subunits. Therefore, 
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our study is in agreement with previous analyses carried out in Drosophila or differentiated human 

cells suggesting that SAGA and ATAC predominantly regulate different sets of genes and therefore 

have non-overlapping as well as overlapping roles in the regulation of Pol II transcription (Arede et 

al., 2020; Gamper et al., 2009; Krebs et al., 2011; Nagy et al., 2009; Pankotai et al., 2005, 2010). 

Catalytic-independent functions of coactivator complexes were previously demonstrated through 

the analysis of catalytic mutants of different chromatin modifying complexes, such as TIP60 and 

MLL3/4 COMPASS-like complexes (Acharya et al., 2017; Dorighi et al., 2017; Rickels et al., 2017). This 

suggests that several histone modifying complexes in addition to SAGA and ATAC have important 

functions besides their histone modifying activities. As earlier studies on Gcn5-/- ESCs demonstrated a 

requirement of the HAT activities of SAGA and ATAC during differentiation of mouse ESCs (Lin et al., 

2007; Wang et al., 2018), the histone modifying activities of ATAC and SAGA appear to have a more 

critical role during differentiation than for ESC self-renewal. This agrees with the requirement of 

Gcn5 catalytic activity during mouse embryonic development (Bu et al., 2007; Xu et al., 2000; 

Yamauchi et al., 2000). Similarly, catalytic inactivation of the histone modifying activities of TIP60 did 

not impair mouse ESC growth or self-renewal, but resulted in defects during mouse embryonic 

development (Acharya et al., 2017). 

Surprisingly, loss of Supt7l or Supt20h, two subunits of the core module of SAGA, which were 

reported to be required for the integrity of SAGA structure in S. cerevisiae (Grant et al., 1997; Sterner 

et al., 1999; Wu and Winston, 2002), had very different effects in ESCs. While Supt7l is required for 

ESC growth and self-renewal as well as for SAGA structural integrity, the loss of Supt20h did not 

affect ESC growth and had more limited consequences on SAGA assembly. Similar observations were 

made in Schizosaccharomyces pombe, in which spt7Δ cells were severely impaired for growth, 

whereas deletion of SPT20 showed more modest defects (Helmlinger et al., 2011). Although 

orthologs of Supt7l were consistently found important for SAGA structure and functions in all tested 

species, the role of Supt20h orthologs appears more variable between species. Homozygous 

inactivation of Supt20h (also called p38IP) in mice was reported to cause severe gastrulation defects 

with abnormalities in mesoderm migration (Zohn et al., 2006). Similarly, inactivation of genes 

encoding catalytic subunits of SAGA, Gcn5, Pcaf or Usp22 resulted in embryonic lethality at stages 

beyond gastrulation (Bu et al., 2007; Koutelou et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2000; Yamauchi et al., 2000). 

These phenotypes do not argue for a crucial role of SAGA or ATAC in the inner cell mass of the 

blastocyst, from which ESCs are derived. In agreement, no significant growth defects have been 

observed in mouse ESCs mutant for genes encoding catalytic subunits of SAGA (Lin et al., 2007; 

Sussman et al., 2013). However, the role of genes encoding subunits of SAGA or ATAC, which were 

shown to play a role for ESC growth and self-renewal, i.e. Supt7l, Yeats2, Zzz3 (this study), Taf5l and 
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Taf6l ((Seruggia et al., 2019)), has not yet been investigated in mouse development. Thus, it will be 

crucial to determine whether the inactivation of these genes affects the peri-implantation 

development of mouse embryos. 

Gene-specific and global roles of SAGA and ATAC in Pol II transcription 

Our newly synthesized RNA analyses suggest that in addition to their gene specific activities, SAGA 

and ATAC also have mild effects on global Pol II transcription in mammalian cells, although to 

different extents, as ATAC seems to influence the expression of more genes than SAGA. 

Nevertheless, many genes are likely to be co-regulated by SAGA and ATAC, with each complex having 

a predominant effect on their specific targets and pathways. Studies in S. cerevisiae suggested a 

major role for SAGA in Pol II transcription of a vast majority of actively transcribed genes (Baptista et 

al., 2017; Donczew et al., 2020). However, the transcriptional effects of SAGA appear less 

pronounced in mouse ESCs than in S. cerevisiae. These differences between yeast and mouse ESCs 

could indicate a more tightly controlled Pol II transcription process with several redundantly acting 

mechanisms in mammalian cells, which could make this cellular system less sensitive to inactivation 

of SAGA. 

ATAC functions are essential for mouse ESC survival and for expression of RPGs 

The reduced expression of RPGs seen upon rapid depletion (24 hours of auxin treatment) of ATAC 

core subunits, suggest that ATAC directly regulates these genes as well as other genes related to 

translation. In good agreement, recent studies in human cells found that Yeats2 and Zzz3 bind to the 

promoters of RPGs and regulate their expression in leukemia and lung cancer cells (Arede et al., 

2020; Mi et al., 2017, 2018). Decreased expression of RPGs upon Yeats2 depletion were linked to 

defects in cancer cell growth and survival (Mi et al., 2017). In mouse ESCs, we could not evidence any 

obvious cell cycle defect following 24 hours Yeats2 or Zzz3 depletion (Figure S2G), whereas cell cycle 

and growth defects were detectable upon more extended depletion (Figure S2D-F and S2H). Thus, 

the reduced expression of translation-related genes precedes defects in cell cycle, suggesting that 

the observed growth defects and cell cycle abnormalities might be direct consequences of impaired 

assembly and function of ribosomes. Such striking effects on translation-related genes likely explain 

the lethality of Yeats2 or Zzz3 null cells, as most genes associated with ribosome biogenesis are 

essential for cell growth, proliferation and survival (Bertomeu et al., 2018). 

SAGA stabilizes the naïve pluripotency network while ATAC is required to maintain the 

whole pluripotency network  

A recent study found that the core SAGA subunits Taf5l and Taf6l maintain the self-renewal of mouse 

ESCs, mainly through acetylation and subsequent expression of SAGA target genes (Seruggia et al., 
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2019). Although we could confirm that SAGA core subunits are required to maintain the ESC state, 

our analyses revealed that the SAGA HAT activity did not affect ESC self-renewal. Serrugia et al. also 

suggested that SAGA would especially regulate the expression of Oct4- and Myc-dependent genes in 

mouse ESCs as assessed by transcriptomic profiling and correlation analysis of binding sites for Taf5l 

and pluripotency factors (Seruggia et al., 2019). On the contrary, we did not find any obvious link 

between SAGA and Myc-dependent gene expression, an apparent discrepancy that could be 

explained by differences in medium compositions and assessments based on different 

methodologies.  

Genes downregulated in our Supt7l-/- cells were enriched for genes responsive to LIF signalling 

and bound by the pluripotency factors Oct4 (Pou5f1), Sox2 and Nanog, suggesting a direct role of 

SAGA in the pluripotency network by functioning as a coactivator for these factors. Our observations 

that Supt7l-/- cells in FCS+LIF medium expressed reduced levels of naive pluripotency factors such as 

Esrrb, Nanog Klf4 and Tfcp2l1, but not of core pluripotency regulators (Oct4, Sox2), indicates that 

SAGA plays an important role in stabilizing the naive pluripotency network, in line with the increased 

sporadic differentiation and the reduced self-renewal efficiency observed in these cells (Martello and 

Smith, 2014; Navarro, 2018). 

In contrast, we found that genes downregulated upon ATAC inactivation were enriched for Myc-

bound as well as E2f4-bound genes, two transcription factors important for cell cycle progression, in 

agreement with a previously reported interaction between Yeats2 and E2f4 (Chappell and Dalton, 

2013; Chen et al., 2009; Fagnocchi and Zippo, 2017; Hsu et al., 2019; Matsumura et al., 2003). 

Inactivation of E2f4 or the combined inactivation of c-Myc and n-Myc in mouse ESCs affected cell 

growth and self-renewal, similarly to our observations in ATAC mutant cell lines (Smith and Dalton, 

2010; Varlakhanova et al., 2010). Interestingly, the mRNA levels of all tested pluripotency 

transcription factors, including the core pluripotency factors Oct4 (Pou5f1) and Sox2, were decreased 

upon depletion of Yeats2 in ESCs cultured in FCS+LIF medium. This suggests that ATAC is globally 

required for proper expression of most pluripotency factors, which may explain the self-renewal 

defects in ATAC mutant cells, whereas the effects of ATAC on mouse ESC proliferation and growth 

might be partially through E2f4- and Myc-targeted genes. 

In summary, we generated a large series of mutant ESC lines for SAGA and ATAC subunits, 

allowing a comprehensive and comparative analyses of these two coactivator complexes in 

embryonic stem cells. Our study allowed the identification of important, but differential roles for 

SAGA and ATAC in mouse ESC growth and self-renewal. Our findings therefore suggest that SAGA and 

ATAC affect the self-renewing capacities of ESCs through HAT-independent functions within the 
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pluripotency network. These results pave the way to determine the ATAC- and SAGA-specific 

activities used in mouse ESCs to control their specific gene expression programs. 
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Methods 

Cell culture 

Mouse ES E14 cells were cultured on plates coated with 0.1% gelatine solution in 1x PBS (Dutcher, Cat# 

P06-20410) using DMEM medium supplemented with 15% foetal calf serum ES-tested (ThermoFisher 

Scientific, Cat# 10270-106), 2 mM ʟ-glutamine (ThermoFisher Scientific, Cat# 25030-024), 0.1% β-

mercaptoethanol (ThermoFisher Scientific, Cat# 31350-010), 100 UI/ml penicillin and 100 μg/ml 

streptomycin (ThermoFisher Scientific, Cat# 15140-122), 0.1 mM non-essential amino acids 

(ThermoFisher Scientific, Cat# 11140-035) and 1,500 U/ml leukaemia inhibitory factor (home-made). 

For medium described as FCS+LIF+2i, 3 μM CHIR99021 (axon medchem, Cat# 1386) and 1 μM 

PD0325901 (axon medchem, Cat# 1408) were added freshly to the medium. Cells were grown at 37°C 

with 5% CO2 levels. Cells were passaged every second day. To induce the auxin-inducible degradation 

(AID), cells were treated with 500 μM Indole-3-acetic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat# I3750). 

Drosophila Schneider S2 cells (CRL-1963, ATCC) were grown in Schneider's Drosophila medium 

(ThermoFisher Scientific, Cat# 21720-024) containing 10% FCS (heat inactivated) (Sigma Aldrich, Cat# 

F7524) and 0.5% penicillin and streptomycin at 27°C. 

Schizosaccharomyces pombe cells were grown in autoclaved YES medium (yeast extract, adenine, 

histidine, uracil, leucine, lysine, 3% glucose) at 32°C. 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells were grown in autoclaved YPD medium (yeast extract, bactopeptone, 

2% glucose) at 30°C.  

Plasmid construction 

All homologous recombination (HR) templates and plasmids expressing 1 or 2 gRNAs and co-expressing 

high-fidelity Cas9 (Kleinstiver et al., 2016) fused to EGFP (Cas9-HF-EGFP) were generated by Golden 

Gate cloning (Engler et al., 2009). For the HR templates, silent mutations were introduced by PCR to 

prevent Cas9-HF-mediated cleavage of the HR template or the knockin allele. The sequences of the 

gRNAs for the different constructs are indicated in Table 1. 

The plasmid containing the mouse Supt7l coding sequence (CDS) for the generation of Supt7ltg cell lines 

was constructed as follows. The CDS of Supt7l was amplified by PCR from a cDNA bank of mouse 

embryos (day 9-12) and inserted together with the PGK promoter into a pcDNA3.1 hygro vector 

(Invitrogen) by replacing the CMV promoter. 

All plasmids were verified by sequencing. 

Generation of stable cell lines  
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For the generation of Supt7ltg cell lines and the Tir1-BirA stable cell line, the linearized plasmids 

containing the coding sequences were transfected into either two independent Supt7l-/- cell lines or 

wildtype ES E14 cells, respectively, using Lipofectamine2000 (ThermoFisher Scientific, Cat# 11668019) 

following manufacturer’s instruction. Antibiotic selection was started 48 hours post-transfection (250 

μg/ml hygromycin (Sigma Aldrich, Cat# H0654) or 400 μg/ml geneticin (ThermoFisher Scientific, Cat# 

11811031)). Selection medium was exchanged every second day for a week. For Supt7ltg cell lines, the 

polyclonal population was used for subsequent experiments. For Tir1-BirA stable cell lines, monoclonal 

cell lines were established by colony picking. 

Generation of knockout and auxin-inducible degron (AID) cell lines 

Mouse ESCs were transfected with the plasmid constructs at a confluency of 70-80% using 

Lipofectamine2000 (ThermoFisher Scientific, Cat# 11668019) following manufacturer’s instruction. For 

knock-in (AID and HA-tag) cell lines, donor plasmids were linearized using unique cutter restriction 

enzymes before transfection and transfected together with the Cas9-containing transient plasmid in a 

Tir1-BirA expressing cell line. Two to three days after transfection, cells were selected for expression 

of the fluorescent tags (for knockout cell lines: fusion protein of Cas9 with fluorescent protein, for 

knock-in cell lines: fusion protein of protein of interest with fluorescent protein) by fluorescence 

activated cell sorting (FACS). Three to five 96-well plates were seeded with one fluorescent cell per 

well using the BD FACSAriaTM II (BD Biosciences) instrument.  

Clonal assays 

For clonal assay analyses, 1500 to 3000 cells, which had been adapted to the respective media through 

at least three passages, were plated in wells of 6-well plates. Medium was changed every other day. 

On the sixth day, colonies were washed twice with 1x PBS before fixation with 4% Paraformaldehyde 

(Electron Microscopy Sciences, Cat# 15710, 16% PFA solution) for 30 minutes followed by two washes 

with 1x PBS. 

To assess the alkaline phosphatase activity of mouse ESC colonies, Alkaline Phosphatase Kit (Vector 

Laboratories, Cat# SK-5100) was used following manufacture’s instruction. Colonies were stained with 

AP for 5-10 minutes. For clonal assay analyses in FCS+LIF+2i medium, colony areas were measured 

automatically using ImageJ software. For clonal assay analyses in FCS+LIF medium, an additional 

staining with crystal violet was performed after AP staining to assess the total number of colonies 

enabling normalization between replicates. Colonies were stained with 0.1% crystal violet solution for 

at least 30 minutes and counted manually using the ImageJ interface. The number of AP positive 

colonies was also counted manually using the ImageJ interface, while the number of AP negative 

colonies were deduced by subtracting the number of AP+ colonies from the total number of colonies. 
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We considered colonies as AP+ colonies if they either stained entirely red or if they possessed a center 

of red cells surrounded by unstained cells. 

Cell cycle analysis 

For cell cycle analyses, cells were harvested, washed with 1x PBS and permeabilized with 70% of ice-

cold ethanol. Cells were stored at 4°C for up to a week prior to analysis. For propidium iodide staining, 

permeabilized cells were centrifuged, washed with 1x PBS prior to incubation with 75 μg/ml RNAse A 

and 15 μg/ml propidium iodide (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat# P4170) for at least 30 minutes at room 

temperature. Samples were filtered and 10,000 to 20,000 cells were analysed using a BD 

FACTSCelestaTM (BD Biosciences) instrument to determine cell cycle profiles. Data were analysed using 

FlowJoTM 10.2. software with manual assignment of the cell cycle phases. 

Metabolic labelling 

Metabolic labelling of newly-transcribed RNA was adapted from previously described protocols 

(Rabani et al., 2011; Rädle et al., 2013; Schwalb et al., 2016). In brief, the nucleoside analogue 4-

thiouridine (4sU) (Glentham Life Sciences, Cat# GN6085 or abcam, Cat# ab143718) was added to the 

cell culture medium at a final concentration of 500 μM for a 25 minutes pulse. After the labelling 

period, the medium containing 4sU was removed, the cells were washed with ice cold 1x PBS and 

immediately lysed using TRI® Reagent (Sigma). Total RNA was extracted following TRI® Reagent 

(Molecular Research Center Inc., Cat# TR 188) manufacturer’s instruction. 

To label Drosophila S2 cells, medium containing 4sU at a final concentration of 500 μM was added to 

the cells during 15 minutes under aluminium foil at room temperature. 4sU-containing medium was 

removed and 1xPBS was added to collect the cells using a cell scratcher. Cells were centrifuged, flash 

frozen in aliquots and stored at -80°C. For total RNA extraction, S2 cells were defrozen, lysed using 

TRI® Reagent (Molecular Research Center Inc., Cat# TR 188) and total RNA was isolated following 

manufacturer’s instruction. 

Yeast cultures were grown to an OD600 of 0.8. 4-thiouracil (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat# 440736) was freshly 

dissolved in DMSO and added to the cultures at a final concentration of 1 mM. Labelling was performed 

for 6 minutes. After this time period, yeast cells were pelleted, washed with ice-cold 1x PBS and 

aliquoted before being flash frozen and stored at -80°C. For total RNA extraction, the RiboPureTM RNA 

Purification Kit (ThermoFisher Scientific, Cat# AM1926) was used following manufacturer’s instruction. 

To remove any potential genomic DNA contamination from the total RNA extracts, the TURBO DNA-

freeTM Kit (Thermo Scientific, Cat# AM1907) was used following manufacturer’s instructions for 

rigorous DNase treatment. In brief, TURBO DNase Buffer and TURBO DNase were added to the RNA 

samples and incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes. DNase Inactivation Reagent was added to the samples 
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and incubated for 5 minutes at room temperature before centrifugation at 10,000 xg for 2 minutes. 

The supernatant containing the RNA was transferred into a new tube and stored at -80°C until further 

use. 

Newly synthesized RNA purification  

The purification of newly synthesized RNA was based on previously described protocols (Rabani et al., 

2011; Rädle et al., 2013; Schwalb et al., 2016). Labelled, total RNA of spike-in cells (D. melanogaster, S. 

cerevisiae or S. pombe) was added to labelled, total RNA from mouse ESCs in a ratio 1:5 to 1:10 prior 

to newly synthesized RNA purification to a final amount of 200-250 μg of total RNA. The RNA was 

precipitated and resuspended in 130 μl and sonicated using the following program on a Covaris E220 

instrument: 1 % duty factor, 100 W, 200 cycles per burst, 80 seconds. Fragment size ranged from 10 

kb to 200 bp. For purification, the fragmented total RNA was incubated for 10 minutes at 60°C and 

immediately chilled on ice for 2 minutes to open secondary RNA structures. The 4sU-labelled RNA was 

thiol-specific biotinylated by addition of 200 μg EZ-link HPDP-biotin (ThermoFisher Scientific, Cat# 

21341), biotinylation buffer (10 mM Hepes-KOH pH 7.5 and 1 mM EDTA) and 20% DMSO (Sigma-

Aldrich, Cat# D8418) to prevent precipitation of HPDP-biotin. Biotinylation was carried out for 3 hours 

at 24°C in the dark and with gentle agitations. After incubation, excess of biotin was removed by adding 

an equal volume of chloroform and centrifugation at 16,000 xg for 5 minutes at 4°C. RNA was 

precipitated from the aqueous phase by adding 0.1 volumes of 5 M NaCl and an equal volume of 100% 

isopropanol followed by centrifugation at 16,000 xg for 30 minutes at 4°C. After washing with 75% 

ethanol the RNA pellet was resuspended in 100 μl of RNase-free water and denatured for 10 minutes 

at 65°C followed by immediate chilling on ice for 5 minutes. The samples were incubated with 100 μl 

of streptavidin-coated μMACS magnetic beads (Miltenyi Biotec, Cat# 130-074-101) for 90 minutes at 

24°C under gentle agitations. The μMACS columns (Miltenyi Biotec, Cat# 130-074-101) were placed on 

a MACS MultiStand (Miltenyi Biotec) and equilibrated with washing buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 

10 mM EDTA, 1 M NaCl, 0.1% Tween20) before applying the samples twice to the columns. The 

columns were then washed one time with 600 μl, 700 μl, 800 μl, 900 μl and 1 ml washing buffer before 

eluting the newly synthesized RNA with two washes of 100 μl 0.1M DTT. The isolated newly synthesized 

RNA was recovered using RNeasy MinElute Cleanup Kit (Qiagen, Cat# 74204) following manufacturer’s 

instruction. 

Library preparation and sequencing 

Total RNA-seq 

Total RNA-seq libraries were generated from 1 μg of total RNA using TruSeq Stranded Total RNA LT 

Sample Prep Kit with Ribo-Zero Gold (Illumina, San Diego, CA, Cat# RS-122-2301/RS-122-2302) 
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according to the Illumina protocol with the following modifications. Cytoplasmic and mitochondrial 

ribosomal RNA (rRNA) was removed using Ribo-Zero Gold rRNA (Yeast) (Illumina, Cat# MRZY1324). 

Following purification, the depleted RNA was fragmented using divalent cations at 94oC for 2 minutes. 

While, double stranded cDNA synthesis and adapter ligation were performed according to 

manufacturer instructions, the number of PCR cycles for library amplification was reduced to 10 cycles. 

After purification using AMPure XP beads (Beckman-Coulter, Villepinte, France, Cat# A63882), the final 

cDNA libraries were checked for quality and quantified using capillary electrophoresis. The libraries 

were subsequently sequenced with 1x 50 base pairs on a HiSeq4000 machine (Illumina). 

4sU-seq 

4sU-seq libraries were generated from 15 to 50 ng of purified, newly synthesized RNA using TruSeq 

Stranded Total RNA LT Sample Prep Kit with Ribo-Zero Gold (Illumina, San Diego, CA) according to the 

Illumina protocol with the following modifications. 4sU-labelled RNA was cleaned up using 1.8X 

RNAClean XP beads and fragmented using divalent cations at 94oC for 1 minutes without depletion of 

rRNA. While, double stranded cDNA synthesis and adapter ligation were performed according to 

manufacturer instructions, the number of PCR cycles for library amplification was reduced to 10 cycles. 

After purification using SPRIselect beads (Beckman-Coulter, Villepinte, France, Cat# B23319), the final 

cDNA libraries were checked for quality and quantified using capillary electrophoresis. The libraries 

were subsequently sequenced with 1x 50 base pairs on a HiSeq4000 machine (Illumina). 

Sequence analysis total RNA-seq and 4sU-seq 

Reads were preprocessed using cutadapt 1.10 (Martin, 1981) in order to remove adaptors and low-

quality sequences and reads shorter than 40 bp were removed for further analysis. Remaining reads 

were mapped to M. musculus, D. melanogaster and S. cerevisiae rRNA sequences for samples VQFR1-

12 or M. musculus and S. pombe rRNA sequences for samples VQFR13-18 and VQFR25-30 using bowtie 

2.2.8 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) and reads mapping to rRNA sequences were removed for further 

analysis. For samples VQFR1-12, remaining reads were aligned to a hybrid genome composed of 

mm10, BDGP6 and sacCer3 assemblies of M. musculus, D. melanogaster and S. cerevisiae genome 

respectively with STAR 2.5.3a (Dobin et al., 2013). For samples VQFR13-18 and VQFR25-30, the hybrid 

genome was composed of mm10 and ASM294v2 assemblies of M. musculus and S. pombe genome 

respectively. Gene quantification was performed with htseq-count 0.6.1p1 (Anders et al., 2015), using 

“union” mode and Ensembl 93 annotations for all organisms except for Schizosaccharomyces pombe 

where Ensembl Fungi 41 annotations were used. For 4sU-seq data, “type” option was set to “gene” in 

order to take also into account reads aligned onto introns. Differential gene expression analysis was 

performed using DESeq2 1.16.1 (Love et al., 2014) Bioconductor R package on M. musculus counts 
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normalized with size factors computed by the median-of-ratios method proposed by Anders and Huber 

(Anders and Huber, 2010), on Drosophila melanogaster counts for samples VQFR1-12 or on S. pombe 

counts for samples VQFR13-18 and VQFR25-30 (using the following options: cooksCutoff=TRUE, 

independentFiltering=TRUE, alpha=0.05). P-values were adjusted for multiple testing using the 

Benjamini and Hochberg method (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). For subsequent data analyses and 

visualization, genes of the Y-chromosomes were excluded and only protein-coding genes were 

considered. Further, a threshold of 100 reads was used to define expressed genes and only genes 

shared between all 4sU-seq datasets were analyzed. This resulted in the analysis of 8208 protein-

coding genes. 

RT-qPCR 

Reverse Transcription (RT) was performed with 1 - 2 μg total RNA and using 3.2 μg random hexamer 

primers (ThermoFisher Scientific, Cat# SO142) and Transcriptor Reverse Transcriptase (Roche, Cat# 

03531287001) following manufacturer’s instruction. In brief, the RNA was preincubated with the 

random hexamer primers for 10 minutes at 65°C before adding 1x Transcriptor RT Reaction Buffer 

(Roche, Cat# 03531325001), 20 U RNase Inhibitor (Promega, Cat# N2515), 1 mM deoxynucleotide-Mix 

(ThermoFisher Scientific, Cat# R0192) and 10 U Transcriptor Reverse Transcriptase. The samples were 

reverse transcribed using a Mastercycler gradient machine (Eppendorf) with incubation for 10 minutes 

at 25°C to allow efficient primer annealing followed by 30 minutes at 55°C for reverse transcription 

and 5 minutes at 85°C to inactivate the Transcriptor Reverse Transcriptase. For qPCR, the cDNA 

samples were amplified using LightCycler® 480 SYBR® Green 2x PCR Master Mix I (Roche, Cat# 

04887352001) and 0.6 μM of forward and reverse primer respectively. The primer pairs used for qPCR 

are listed in Table 2. The qPCR was conducted using a LightCycler® 480 (Roche) with following program: 

1 cycle of 5 minutes at 95°C for pre-denaturation, 45 amplification cycles with 10 seconds at 95°C for 

denaturation, 20 seconds at 65°C for primer annealing and 20 seconds at 72°C for extension. Melting 

curves were determined between 65°C and 97°C followed by 1 cycle of cooling for 30 seconds at 40°C. 

The obtained threshold-values were used to calculate the relative gene expression using the 2-ΔΔCT 

method and considering the individual primer pair efficiencies (Pfaffl, 2001). 

Whole cell protein extraction 

For whole cell protein extracts, cells were washed with 1x PBS and harvested using trypsin 0.25% EDTA. 

After centrifugation at 2,000 xg for 3 minutes, the protein pellets were washed twice with ice-cold 1x 

PBS to remove any remaining FCS. Proteins were then extracted from the collected cells using 1 volume 

of whole cell extract buffer (50 mM Tris HCl pH 7.9, 25% glycerol, 0.2 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM DTT, 5 mM 

MgCl2, 600 mM KCl, 0.5% NP40 and 1x protein inhibitor cocktail) and incubated for 10 minutes. The 
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salt concentration was neutralized by addition 3 volumes of IP0 buffer (25 mM Tris HCl pH 7.9, 5% 

glycerol, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.1% NP40, 1 mM DTT and 1x protein inhibitor cocktail) and incubation for 10 

minutes. After centrifugation at 12,000x g for 10 minutes at 4°C, the supernatant containing the 

proteins was collected. The protein concentrations of the extracts were determined using the 

Coomassie Protein Assay Dye Reagent Concentrate (Bio-Rad, Cat# 5000006) and Synergy HTX Multi-

Mode Reader (BioTek). 

Acidic extraction of histone proteins 

Cells were harvested by trypsinization and washed twice with ice-cold 1x PBS. Pellets were 

resuspended in 5-10 volumes of lysis buffer (10 mM HEPES pH 7.9, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 10 mM KCl, 0.5 mM 

DTT, 10 mM N-ethylmaleimide, 5 mM sodium butyrate and 1x protein inhibitor cocktail) and 0.2 M 

hydrochloric acid was added before incubation on ice for 30 minutes. Extracts were centrifuged for 10 

minutes at 11,000 x g at 4°C and the supernatant stored at -80°C prior to Western blotting. 

Western blot analysis 

Proteins were separated using 8% to 15% of SDS-PAGE gels prior to blotting onto nitrocellulose 

membranes. Membranes were blocked in 3% non-fat dry milk for at least 30 minutes at room 

temperature. The membranes were then incubated overnight with primary antibodies (antibodies 

used shown in Table 3) in 0.3% non-fat dry milk at 4°C with one exception being Streptavidin-HRP, 

which was used in 1% BSA. After washing with 1x PBS containing 0.1% Tween20, if required, the 

membranes were incubated with secondary goat-anti-rabbit or -mouse antibodies conjugated to HRP 

for 50 minutes at room temperature followed by further three washes. The membranes were 

developed using the PierceTM ECL Western Blotting Substrate (ThermoFisher Scientific, Cat# 32109) and 

the ChemiDocTM Touch Imaging System (Bio-Rad). 

Nuclear extraction 

To enrich extracts for nuclear proteins, cells were harvested and washed twice with 1x PBS. Cell pellet 

was resuspended in hypotonic buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 10 mM KCl and 1x protein 

inhibitor cocktail) and dounced 10 to 20 times using a B dounce homogenizer to isolate the nuclei. 

After centrifugation at 10,000 xg for 10 minutes at 4°C, supernatant was removed and pellet 

resuspended in high salt buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 25% glycerol, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM EDTA, 

450 mM NaCl, 0.1% NP40 and 1x protein inhibitor cocktail). Suspension was homogenized by douncing 

as described before prior to centrifugation at 10,000x g for 10 minutes at 4°C. The supernatant was 

kept as nuclear extract and stored at -80°C. 

Immunoprecipitation 
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Protein-A or Protein-G Sepharose beads were washed three times with filtered 1x PBS and two times 

with IP100 buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl 7.5, 5 mM MgCl2, 10% glycerol, 0,1% NP40, 100 mM KCl, 2 mM DTT 

and 1x protein inhibitor cocktail). Nuclear extracts were pre-cleared with 1/5 of 50% bead slurry for 2 

hours at 4°C with overhead agitation. For antibody binding, the 50% bead slurry was incubated with 

1/10 volume of the respective antibody ascites for 2 hours at 4°C with overhead agitation. After 

incubation, beads were washed three times with IP500 buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl 7.5, 5 mM MgCl2, 10% 

glycerol, 0,1% NP40, 500 mM KCl, 2 mM DTT and 1x protein inhibitor cocktail) and twice with IP100 

buffer before addition of 1/5 volume of the 50% antibody-bead slurry to the pre-cleared nuclear 

extracts. Nuclear extracts were incubated with beads overnight at 4°C with overhead agitation. After 

incubation, resins were washed three times with IP500 buffer and twice with IP100 buffer.  

For anti-Taf10 and anti-Taf12 IPs, complexes were eluted from the beads using two subsequent 0.1 M 

glycine pH 2.8 elutions at room temperature and with agitation. Importantly, as Taf10 and Taf12 are 

shared between the SAGA and TFIID complexes and to increase the purification efficiency for SAGA in 

anti-Taf10 and anti-Taf12 IPs, nuclear extracts were depleted for TFIID prior to anti-Taf10 or anti-Taf12 

IP by overnight incubation with beads coated with antibodies targeting the TFIID-specific subunit Taf7. 

Supernatants depleted for Taf7-containing TFIID were subsequently used for anti-Taf10 IPs. For anti-

Atac2 IPs, complexes were eluted from the beads using two subsequent steps of elutions with peptide 

PI264 at a concentration of 2 mg/ml pH 7.5 for 1 hour each at 4°C with overhead agitation. 

Mass spectrometry  

Liquid digestion Protein mixtures were precipitated with TCA (Sigma Aldrich, Cat# T0699) overnight at 

4°C. Samples were then centrifuged at 14,000 xg for 30 minutes at 4°C. Pellet were washed twice with 

1 mL cold acetone and centrifuged at 14,000 xg for 10 minutes at 4°C. Washed pellet were then urea-

denatured with 8 M urea (Sigma Aldrich, Cat# U0631) in Tris-HCl 0.1 mM, reduced with 5 mM TCEP for 

30 minutes, and then alkylated with 10 mM iodoacetamide (Sigma Aldrich, Cat# I1149) for 30 minutes 

in the dark. Both reduction and alkylation were performed at room temperature and under agitation 

(850 rpm). Double digestion was performed with endoproteinase Lys-C (Wako, Cat# 125-05061) at a 

ratio 1/100 (enzyme/proteins) in 8 M urea for 4 hours, followed by an overnight modified trypsin 

(Promega, Cat# V5111) digestion at a ratio 1/100 (enzyme/proteins) in 2 M urea. Both Lys-C and 

Trypsin digestions were performed at 37°C. Peptide mixtures were then desalted on C18 spin-column 

and dried on Speed-Vacuum before LC-MS/MS analysis. 

LC-MS/MS Analysis Samples were analyzed using an Ultimate 3000 nano-RSLC (ThermoFisher 

Scientific, San Jose California) coupled in line with a LTQ-Orbitrap ELITE mass spectrometer via a nano-

electrospray ionization source (ThermoFisher Scientific, San Jose California). Peptide mixtures were 
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loaded on a C18 Acclaim PepMap100 trap-column (75 µm ID x 2 cm, 3 µm, 100Å, ThermoFisher 

Scientific)  for 3.5 minutes at 5 µL/min with 2% ACN (Sigma Aldrich, Cat# 1207802), 0.1% formic acid 

(Sigma Aldrich, Cat# 94318) in water and then separated on a C18 Accucore nano-column (75 µm ID x 

50 cm, 2.6 µm, 150Å, ThermoFisher Scientific) with a 90 minutes linear gradient from 5% to 35% buffer 

B (A: 0.1% FA in water/ B: 99% ACN, 0.1% FA in water), then a 20 minutes linear gradient from 35% to 

80% buffer B, followed with 5 min at 99% B and 5 minutes of regeneration at 5% B. The total duration 

was set to 120 minutes at a flow rate of 200 nL/min. The oven temperature was kept constant at 38°C. 

The mass spectrometer was operated in positive ionization mode, in data-dependent mode with 

survey scans from m/z 350-1500 acquired in the Orbitrap at a resolution of 120,000 at m/z 400. The 

20 most intense peaks (TOP20) from survey scans were selected for further fragmentation in the Linear 

Ion Trap with an isolation window of 2.0 Da and were fragmented by CID with normalized collision 

energy of 35%. Unassigned and single charged states were rejected. The Ion Target Value for the survey 

scans (in the Orbitrap) and the MS2 mode (in the Linear Ion Trap) were set to 1E6 and 5E3 respectively 

and the maximum injection time was set to 100 ms for both scan modes. Dynamic exclusion was used. 

Exclusion duration was set to 20 s, repeat count was set to 1 and exclusion mass width was ± 10 ppm. 

Data Analysis Proteins were identified by database searching using SequestHT (ThermoFisher 

Scientific) with Proteome Discoverer 2.4 software (PD2.4, ThermoFisher Scientific) on Mus musculus 

database (Swissprot, non-reviewed, release 2019_08_07, 55121 entries). Precursor and fragment mass 

tolerances were set at 7 ppm and 0.6 Da respectively, and up to 2 missed cleavages were allowed. 

Oxidation (M) was set as variable modification, and Carbamidomethylation (C) as fixed modification. 

Peptides were filtered with a false discovery rate (FDR) at 1%, rank 1 and proteins were identified with 

1 unique peptide. For the Label-Free Quantification, the protein abundancies were calculated from the 

average of the peptide abundancies using the TOP N (where N = 3, the 3 most intense peptides for 

each protein), and only the unique peptide were used for the quantification. 

Data Visualization Normalized spectral abundance factors (NSAF) were calculated for each protein as 

follows. To obtain spectral abundance factors (SAF), spectral counts identifying a protein were divided 

by the protein length represented by the number of amino acids. To calculate NSAF values, the SAF 

values of each protein were divided by the sum of SAF values of all SAGA subunits. The NSAF values 

were subsequently normalized to the NSAF values of the bait protein Taf10. For visualization, log2 

changes were calculated for each mutant cell line relative to wildtype cells. 

 

Data availability 
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The RNA sequencing datasets are available on the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) under the 

accession number GSE154796. 
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Legends to Figures 

Figure 1: The SAGA coactivator complex is required to maintain self-renewal of mouse embryonic 

stem cells. (A) Schematic representation of the HAT module incorporation within SAGA or ATAC 

through the specific subunits Tada2a and Tada2b, respectively. (B) Numbers of clones screened, 

percentage of heterozygous clones (+/-) and numbers of homozygous clones (-/-) obtained. n.d., not 

determined. All further experiments were performed using at least two independent homozygous 

mutant lines. (C) Western blot analysis of two independent Supt7l-/- and Supt7ltg cell lines compared to 

WT cells. γTubulin serves as loading control. *= unspecific bands. (D) Representative images of clonal 

assays of SAGA mutant cells cultured in FCS+LIF medium and stained by crystal violet. (E) Mass 

spectrometry analyses of SAGA complexes purified from Supt7l-/-, Supt20h-/- and Supt7ltg and WT cells. 

Left: purification scheme. Right: heatmap showing for different SAGA subunits the log2 fold change of 

signal intensity between mutant and WT cells. *= bait protein.  (F) Quantification of alkaline 

phosphatase (AP) staining of clonal assays of SAGA mutant cells grown in FCS+LIF medium. Numbers 

of AP+ and AP- colonies were normalized to the total number of colonies as assessed by crystal violet 

staining. (G) Total mRNA levels of pluripotency factors were quantified by RT-qPCR in WT, Supt20h-/- 

and Supt7l-/-cells. mRNA levels were normalized to two RNA polymerase III genes (Rpph1 and Rn7sk) 

and to WT cells. ***, p = 0.00093. For (F and G), the statistical test performed is Wilcoxon rank sum 

test with Bonferroni correction for multiple testing. Error bars show mean ± standard deviation (SD) of 

at least 4 biological replicates, using at least two independent clones. Only statistically significant 

(<0.05) results are indicated. 

Figure 2: The ATAC coactivator complex is required for survival and self-renewal of mouse embryonic 

stem cells. (A) Table showing numbers of clones screened, percentages of heterozygous  

 (+/-) and numbers of homozygous clones (-/-). (B and C) Western blot analyses using Streptavidin-HRP 

of ESC lines with auxin-inducible degron (AID) fusion to Yeats2 and Zzz3. Three clones with fusion to 

the N-terminus of Yeats2 (Yeats2AID/AID) (B), two clones with fusion to the N-terminus (clones #1 and 

#2) or the C-terminus (clones #3 and #4) of Zzz3 (Zzz3AID/AID) (C) were treated with auxin (IAA) for 24h 

(+) or in the absence of IAA (-). Asterisks indicate unspecific bands. (D) ATAC was purified from nuclear 

extracts of WT, Yeats2AID/AID and Zzz3AID/AID cells treated (IAA) or not (DMSO) with auxin, by using anti-

Atac2 antibody and peptide elution. Eluted complexes were analyzed by western blotting using the 

indicated antibodies. Beads incubated with no antibody (AB) are shown as control. (E) Clonal assays of 

ATAC mutant cell lines compared to WT cells in FCS+LIF medium treated with DMSO or IAA and stained 

with crystal violet. (F) Quantification of AP staining in clonal assays as shown in (E). Numbers of AP+ 

and AP- colonies were normalized to the total number of colonies as assessed by crystal violet staining. 

**, p = 0.0084; ***, p = 6.5 x10-5. (G) mRNA levels of pluripotency factors in Yeats2AID/AID mutant and 
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WT cells upon 24h to 72h of IAA treatment were quantified by RT-qPCR. mRNA levels were normalized 

to that of Rpph1 and Rn7sk and to respective WT cells. Only WT cells treated for 24h with IAA are 

shown, for simplification. *, p = 0.02857. For (F and G), error bars show mean ± SD of at least 4 

biological replicates. At least two independent clones were analyzed per cell line. Statistical test 

performed is Wilcoxon rank sum test with Bonferroni correction for multiple testing in (F) and two-

sided Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test for (G). Only statistically significant (<0.05) results are indicated. 

Figure 3: Newly synthesized RNA analysis reveals that SAGA and ATAC affect different sets of genes. 

(A) UCSC genome browser view showing newly synthesized RNA sequencing coverage of Sf3b3 and 

Cog4 in Yeats2AID/AID, Zzz3AID/AID and Supt7l-/- cell lines compared to wildtype (WT) cells. The upper panel 

shows total RNA-seq coverage in WT cells. Blue arrows indicate transcription direction. (B) Density plot 

representations of log2 fold changes of newly synthesized RNA levels in Yeats2AID/AID, Zzz3AID/AID and 

Supt7l-/- cell lines relative to WT cells against the mean of normalized reads. For each line, two 

independent clones were treated for 24h with IAA. Sf3b3 and Cog4 shown in (A) are highlighted. An 

adjusted p-value of 0.05 and absolute log2 fold change of 0.5 were used as thresholds for significantly 

affected genes. Numbers of significantly up- and downregulated genes are indicated. (C) Correlation 

analyses of log2 fold changes of newly synthesized RNA between Yeats2AID/AID, Zzz3AID/AID and Supt7l-/- 

lines. (D) Venn diagrams comparing overlaps of significantly downregulated genes between 

Yeats2AID/AID, Zzz3AID/AID and Supt7l-/- cells.  

Figure 4. ATAC is required for the expression of translation-related genes. (A) Gene set enrichment 

analyses (GSEA) for enrichment of gene ontology (GO) biological processes based on log2 fold changes 

in newly synthesized RNA levels from Yeats2AID/AID, Zzz3AID/AID and Supt7l-/- cells relative to WT cells. 

Colored bars represent statistically significant terms (FDR < 0.05), while non-significant terms are 

represented in grey. (B) Volcano plots representation of differential expression between Yeats2AID/AID, 

Zzz3AID/AID, Supt7l-/- and WT cells. Genes were considered as significantly affected with an adjusted p-

value of < 0.05 and an absolute log2 fold change greater than 0.5. Numbers of significantly mis-

regulated genes are indicated. Ribosome protein genes (RPGs) are highlighted by blue dots. (C) 

Heatmap showing log2 fold changes (log2 FC) observed for all RPGs in Yeats2AID/AID, Zzz3AID/AID and 

Supt7l-/- cell lines. 

Figure 5: Loss of the shared acetyltransferase activity of SAGA and ATAC does not affect growth or 

self-renewal of mouse embryonic stem cells. (A) Numbers of clone screened, percentages of 

heterozygous (+/-) and numbers of homozygous (-/-) clones. (B) Western blot analyses of three 

independent homozygous AID-Tada3 (Tada3AID/AID) treated with or without within 24 hours of auxin 

(IAA) for 24 hours were revealed using Strepatividin-HRP. Asterisks indicate unspecific bands. (C) ATAC 

complex was immuno-purified from nuclear extracts of WT and Tada2a-/- cells, by using an anti-Atac2 
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antibody. Eluted complexes were analyzed by western blot with the indicated antibodies. Beads 

incubated with WT nuclear extracts in the absence of antibody (no AB) served as control. Stars indicate 

unspecific bands. (D) Western blot analyses of histone H3 lysine 9 acetylation (H3K9ac) levels in 

Tada3AID/AID treated for 24 hours with IAA, Tada2a-/- and Tada2b-/- cells. TATA-box binding protein (Tbp) 

serves as loading control. (E) SAGA complexes were immuno-purified (IP) from Tada2b-/- and WT cells, 

as described in Figure 1E. Results of MS analyses of eluted complexes are displayed as log2 fold change 

between mutant and WT cells. Asterisk indicates bait protein. (F) Clonal assays of HAT mutant cell lines 

cultured in FCS+LIF medium and stained with crystal violet. Tada3AID/AID and corresponding WT cells 

were treated with DMSO or IAA. (G) Quantification of alkaline phosphatase (AP) staining of clonal 

assays as shown in (F). Numbers of AP+ and AP- colonies were normalized to the total number of 

colonies as assessed by crystal violet staining. Error bars show mean ± SD of 8 biological replicates. At 

least two independent clones were analyzed per cell line. Statistical test performed is Wilcoxon rank 

sum test with Bonferroni correction for multiple testing. No statistically significant differences were 

detected. 

Figure 6: SAGA and ATAC influence RNA polymerase II transcription independently of their HAT 

activities. (A) UCSC genome browser view of newly synthesized RNA-seq at the Sf3b3 and Cog4 locus 

in Supt7l-/- + Yeats2AID/AID double mutant, Tada3AID/AID and WT cells. The upper line shows total RNA-seq 

coverage in WT cells. (B) Density plots showing log2 fold change of newly synthesized RNA levels in 

Supt7l-/- + Yeats2AID/AID double mutant and Tada3AID/AID cells relative to WT cells against the mean of 

normalized reads in WT cells. Data were obtained from two independent clones treated with IAA for 

24 hours. Sf3b3 and Cog4 genes shown in (B) are highlighted. Numbers of significantly up- and 

downregulated genes are indicated. Genes were considered as significantly affected with an adjusted 

p-value of < 0.05 and an absolute log2 fold change above 0.5. A threshold of 100 reads was set to 

define expressed genes. (C) Volcano plot representation of differential expression analyses of newly 

synthesized RNA data from Supt7l-/- + Yeats2AID/AID double mutant and Tada3AID/AID cell lines relative to 

WT cells. Numbers on top left and right indicate significantly down- and upregulated genes, 

respectively. Genes were considered as significantly affected with an adjusted p-value of < 0.05 and 

log2 fold change of < -0.5 or > 0.5 as indicated by the dashed lines. Ribosome protein genes (RPGs) are 

highlighted as blue dots. (D) Heatmap showing the log2 fold changes (log2 FC) observed for RPG mRNA 

levels in Supt7l-/- + Yeats2AID/AID double mutant and Tada3AID/AID relative to WT cells. 
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Figure S1, related to Figure 1. Validation of SAGA mutant cell lines. (A) Representation of the Supt7l 

and Supt20h loci based on UCSC genome browser views. All RefSeq transcript variants are shown. Blue 

arrows indicate transcription direction. Inserts highlight sequences targeted by the two gRNAs in 

introns flanking the first out-of-frame exon shared by all transcript variants. (B) RT-qPCR analyses using 

primers amplifying the deleted exon (left, targeted) or an untargeted exon (right). The untargeted exon 

primer pair revealed the induction of non-sense mediated decay (NMD). (C) Alkaline phosphatase 

staining on clonal assays of SAGA mutant lines cultured in FCS+LIF+2i medium. Colony morphologies 

are depicted at higher magnification in foreground images. (D) Quantification of the size of colonies 

analyzed by clonal assays in (C). Colony areas were measured with ImageJ, using at least two 

independent clones (n = 4-9). Statistical test performed is Anova test. ***, p = < 2 x10-16. Only 

statistically significant (<0.05) results are indicated. (E) Comparison of Supt7l mRNA levels in Supt7l-/- 

and Supt7ltg cell lines. 5’UTR primers represent the same primer pair as the untargeted primer in (C), 

which is localized within the 5’ untranslated region (5’UTR). (F) Growth curve analysis of viable cells of 

Supt7l-/-, Supt20h-/- and WT cells grown in FCS+LIF+2i medium. At least two independent clones were 

analyzed per cell line. Cells were seeded on day 0 and maintained in culture for five days with medium 

changes every second day. Viable cells were counted every day using trypan blue staining. (G) SAGA 

was purified from WT and Supt7l-/- cells following the same procedure as in (E top) with the exception 

that anti-Taf12 antibodies were used. IP against GST (glutathione S-transferase) served as a control for 

unspecific binding. For (B and E), RNA polymerase III genes (Rpph1 and Rn7sk) were used for 

normalization and results were compared to WT cells. Error bars show mean ± SD of at least 4 biological 

replicates, each the mean of 3 technical RT-qPCR replicates. 
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Figure S2, related to Figure 2. Characterization of ATAC mutant cell lines. (A) UCSC genome browser 

views of the Yeats2 and Zzz3 loci, showing all RefSeq gene transcript variants. Blue arrows show 

transcription direction. Insert highlights location of the two gRNAs recruiting Cas9 to the introns 

flanking the first out-of-frame exon shared by all transcript variants. (B) Time course auxin (IAA) 

treatment of two independent Yeats2AID/AID cell lines analyzed by western blot using Streptavidin-HRP. 

Cells were treated with auxin for 4 or 6 hours prior to protein extraction and compared to untreated 

(-) conditions. Asterisk indicates unspecific band. (C) Western blot analyses of whole cell extracts from 

two independent Yeats2AID/AID and Zzz3AID/AID cells in which an HA-tag was fused to the coding sequence 

of Tada2a. Cells were either treated (+) or not (-) with auxin for 24h and western blot were revealed 

with Streptavidin-HRP or with anti-HA antibody.  serves as loading control. Asterisk indicates 

an unspecific band. (D) Clonal assays of ATAC mutant cell lines relative to WT cells in FCS+LIF+2i 

medium treated with either DMSO or IAA and stained with alkaline phosphatase. Images in the 

foreground represent microscopy images showing colony morphologies. (E) Quantification of colony 

areas of clonal assays as shown in (D). Colony areas were measured using ImageJ. At least two 

independent clones were analyzed per cell line (n = 4-9). ***, p = 0.0004191 for DMSO Yeats2AID/AID 

and p < 2 x10-16 for the remaining conditions. (F) Growth curves of viable cells of Yeats2AID/AID and 

Zzz3AID/AID cell lines compared to WT cells in the absence (DMSO) or presence of auxin (IAA). At least 

two independent clones were analyzed per cell line. Cells were seeded on day 0 and maintained in 

culture for five days with medium changes every second day. Viable cells were counted every day using 

trypan blue staining. (G and H) Cell cycle analyses of Yeats2AID/AID and Zzz3AID/AID cell lines were 

performed using propidium iodide staining after 24h or 48h IAA treatment and compared relative to 

WT cells. At least two independent clones were analyzed per cell line. Error bars show mean ± SD of at 

least 4 biological replicates. *, p < 0.05; **, p = 0.0024; ***, p < 9.7 10-5. For (E, G and H), statistical test 

performed is Anova test for (E) and Wilcoxon rank sum test with Bonferroni correction for multiple 

testing for (G and H). Only statistically significant (<0.05) results are indicated. 
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Figure S3, related to Figure 3 and 4. Quantification of newly synthesized RNAs from Yeats2AID/AID, 

Zzz3AID/AID and Supt7l-/- cell lines.  (A) Proportion of reads found on genomic elements for total RNA-

seq and 4sU-seq experiments shown in Figure 3. Besides reads aligning against exons and introns, reads 

matching exon-intron junctions, exon-intergenic (exon-interg.) junctions and intergenic (interg.) 

regions were considered. (B) Genome browser views comparing total RNA-seq and 4sU-seq results at 

two loci (Eif2b5, top panel and Asns, bottom panel). Blue arrows indicate transcription direction. 

Forward and reverse strands are shown. (C) Violin plots of log2 fold changes comparing the distribution 

of expression changes of genes belonging to the GO categories ‘cytoplasmic translation’ (73 genes) 

and ‘response to LIF’ (98 genes) to unchanged genes (75 genes). Genes were considered unchanged 

with an absolute log2 fold change value below 0.2 and an adjusted p-value of > 0.5. (D) Transcription 

factors binding sites from ChEA and Encode ChIP datasets are enriched in the significantly 

downregulated genes in Yeats2AID/AID, Zzz3AID/AID and Supt7l-/- cell lines as identified by Enrichr. Only the 

first five transcription factors with the highest odds ratio are shown.  

  





Figure S4, related to Figure 5. Validation of mutant cell lines for subunits of the shared HAT module. 

(A) UCSC genome browser views of the Tada2a and Tada2b loci, including all RefSeq gene transcript 

variants are shown. Blue arrows show transcription direction. Inserts highlight locations of the two 

gRNAs flanking the first out-of-frame exon of Tada2a. For Tada2b, the two gRNAs flank the splice 

acceptor site of the second and last exon. (B) mRNA quantification by RT-qPCR in Tada2a-/- and Tada2b-

/- cell lines, using a primer pair located in the targeted exon or primers amplifying an untargeted exon. 

mRNA levels were normalized to Rpph1 and Rn7sk and results were compared to those in WT cells. 

Error bars show mean ± SD of at least 5 biological replicates, each the mean of 3 technical RT-qPCR 

replicates. (C) Time course auxin treatment of two independent Tada3AID/AID cell lines analyzed by 

western blot using Streptavidin-HRP. Cells were treated with auxin for 4 or 6 hours and compared to 

untreated (-) conditions. Asterisks indicate unspecific bands. (D) Western blot analyses of histone H3 

lysine 9 acetylation (H3K9ac) levels in Yeats2AID/AID, Zzz3 AID/AID, Tada2a-/- and wildtype (WT) cells, 

treated for 24 hours with IAA. Tbp serves as loading control. (E and F) ATAC (E) and SAGA (F) complexes 

were immuno-purified from WT or Tada3AID/AID cells treated with DMSO or IAA for 24 hours, as 

described in Figure 5C and D, and analyzed by western blots revealed with the indicated antibodies. 

(G) Western blot analyses of H3K9ac levels in Tada3AID/AID cell lines treated with IAA or DMSO for 24 

hours. Tbp serves as loading control. (H) Western blot analyses of H3K9ac levels examined in two 

independent Tada3AID/AID cell lines treated for 24 hours with IAA and three independent Tada2a-/- + 

Tada2b-/- double mutant clones compared to WT cells. Tbp serves as a loading control.  
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Figure S5, related to Figure 5. Additional analyses of HAT mutant cell lines. (A and B) Growth curve 

analyses of Tada2a-/-, Tada2b-/- (A) and Tada3AID/AID (B) cells cultured in FCS+LIF+2i medium compared 

to WT cells. Tada3AID/AID and corresponding WT cells were treated with IAA. At least two independent 

clones were analyzed per cell line. Cells were seeded on day 0 and maintained in culture for five days 

with medium changes every second day. Viable cells were counted every day using trypan blue 

staining. (C) Representative images of clonal assay analyses of HAT mutant cell lines cultured in 

FCS+LIF+2i medium. Tada3AID/AID and WT cells were treated with DMSO or IAA and stained for alkaline 

phosphatase (AP). Images in the foreground represent microscopy images showing colony 

morphologies. (D) Quantification of colony areas in clonal assays of HAT mutant cells as shown in (C). 

Colony areas were measured using ImageJ. At least two independent clones were analyzed per cell 

line. n = 4-9. Statistical test performed is Anova test. ***, p < 0.0001795. Only statistically significant 

(<0.05) results are indicated. 





Figure S6, related to Figure 6. Growth analysis of Supt7l-/- + Yeats2AID/AID double mutant cell lines. (A) 

Western blot analyses of H3K9ac levels examined in two independent Supt7l-/- + Yeats2AID/AID double 

mutant, Tada3AID/AID and WT cells treated for 48 hours with auxin (IAA). For each sample xx and xx µg 

of acidic extracts were loaded successively. Tbp serves as loading control. (B) Left, clonal assays for 

Supt7l-/- + Yeats2AID/AID double mutant and WT cells cultured in FCS+LIF+2i medium and treated with 

DMSO or IAA. Colonies were stained for alkaline phosphatase. Images in the foreground represent 

microscopy images showing colony morphologies. Right, quantification of colony areas of clonal assays 

as shown on the left. Colony areas were measured using ImageJ. At least two independent clones were 

analysed per cell line. n = 2. Statistical test performed is Anova test. ***, p = < 2 x10-16. (C) Growth 

curve analyses of viable cells of Supt7l-/- + Yeats2AID/AID double mutant and WT cells in the absence 

(DMSO) or presence of IAA. At least two independent clones were analysed per cell line. Cells were 

seeded on day 0 and maintained in culture for five days with medium changes every second day. Viable 

cells were counted every day using trypan blue staining  





Figure S7, related to Figure 6. Additional analyses of newly synthesized RNA datasets of Supt7l-/- + 

Yeats2AID/AID and Tada3AID/AID cell lines. (A) Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) of GO biological 

processes based on log2 fold changes observed upon newly synthesized RNA analyses of Supt7l-/- + 

Yeats2AID/AID double mutant cells relative to WT cells. Colored bars represent statistically significant 

terms (FDR < 0.05). Only the first five GO categories with the highest normalized enrichment score are 

shown. (B) Violin plots of log2 fold changes comparing the distribution of expression changes of genes 

belonging to the GO categories ‘cytoplasmic translation’ and ‘response to LIF’ to unchanged genes. 

Genes were considered unchanged with an absolute log2 fold change < 0.2 and an adjusted p-value of 

> 0.5. Numbers on top of the violin graphs indicate the numbers of genes per category. (C) 

Transcription factors of ChEA and Encode ChIP datasets enriched in the significantly downregulated 

genes of the Supt7l-/- + Yeats2AID/AID double mutant cell lines as identified by the Enrichr database. Only 

the first five transcription factors with the highest odds ratio are shown. (D) Correlation analyses of 

log2 fold changes of newly synthesized RNA analyses between Supt7l-/- + Yeats2AID/AID double mutant 

cells and Yeats2AID/AID, Zzz3AID/AID and Supt7l-/- cell lines. (E) (F). 
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